ABHILASH GOYAL, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
COCA COLA
Supply Chain Operations Excellence Trainee
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

ITC and Schlumberger

Program- BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI: 8.8
Volunteer in Ritambhara, participated in 2-3 robotics events etc.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
- When it came to resume building, I mentioned my internship (which was in Samsung),
projects I did and the co-curricular activities
- I was confident about my aptitude and was focussing mainly core and analytics.
- I didn’t prepare for GD but finally had to give GD in Coca Cola, ITC and Schlumberger. So you
can never be too sure of what comes your way during the placements.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
- I started my placement journey by getting shortlisted in Capital One on Day 1. They
shortlisted 125 candidates on the basis of resume. Then they took a case study interview and
reduced the number to 30. Then again took an aptitude test but finally didn’t give offer to
anyone.
- Then came Coca Cola on Day 2. They organised GD in the groups of ten each and then there
was a single interview of about half an hour which mainly consisted of HR based questions.
The topic of the GD was “Are Engineering students wasting time in studies ?”. The interview
mainly focussed on the commitment to work with them and asked whether I did any activity
depicting leadership skills.
- Coca Cola shortlisted candidates with medium profile like moderate CPI with few extracurrecs. I had a target of gettng placed in Qualcomm from second year itself. It came on Day
2 and I got a call from Qualcomm in the middle of the interview of Coca Cola so I could not
take their call. Immediately after this I went for the Qualcomm interview but they were not
happy and asked me to leave without much interrogation. The results of Day 2 came and I got
placed in Coca Cola.

AJAYPAL SINGH, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
COCA COLA
Supply Chain Operations Excellence Trainee
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

Schlumberger

Program- BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI: 7.1
From the beginning itself I was involved a lot in extracurricular activities , I was involved in
Roboclub, Coordinated Robogames in Techkriti, was a part of Boeing Abhyast Phase 2 and 3, did
2 summer projects under roboclub, also organized robotics workshop in schools as a
representative of a startup in robotics. I did an internship in Nokia Research Centre, University
of California Berkeley.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I joined Career launcher for the preparation of Aptitude tests and went to some GDs organized
by the department. I prepared for Rio Tinto which helped me during the placement season.
First of all, I would like to highlight the important points to be kept in mind while making
resume. It should be of a page or two depending on the company you are applying for with
everything properly specified. Make sure you have something to elaborate about the points
mentioned in your resume. There are 10 resumes to be uploaded on the SPO website before a
certain deadline. Get the resume reviewed by seniors and it would be highly beneficial if you are
applying for a certain company, then get the resume verified by the senior placed in that
company as he could give you the best possible advice.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
Coca Cola first asked us to submit resumes on the portal. Then shortlisted 40 based on resume.
Organized GD in the groups of 10 and shortlisted 8 for the final interview. Interview was of
about half an hour comprising of mainly HR questions. Interview started with general HR
questions like judge your three and half year at IITK and asked to explain the processes used in
making TA201 project that I wrote as a part of projects in my resume. Thus there could be
questions on any point on the resume and you should be able to explain those.
I was also shortlisted for Schlumberger but could not make it through the interviews. If you are
preparing for a core job then make sure you revise your core courses either in the summers or
before because you might not get sufficient time during the semester and do it thoroughly as
they would be highly beneficial for the technical interview.

If targeting Day 1 or Day 2 companies, prepare very well and have a good knowledge about the
company you are applying for. As the days pass one gets demoralised but don’t lose hope as there
were some good companies that turned up on Day 4 and 5 and for example, a reputed consulting
firm PriceWaterhouse Coopers came on Day 11.

APOORV KISHORE, ECONOMICS
EXL CONSULTING
Analyst
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

Diamond

Program – MSc integrated

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI < 7
I have been involved in various co-curricular activities. I have been involved in
vocalist, I have played football, was the Festival coordinator of Antaragni. Apart
have been involved in Techkriti in my first and second year in hospitality and in my
PR. I have also been a STF in Udghosh. I have a habit of reading books and
regularly.

M club as a
from that, I
third year in
newspapers

My internships included an online project for BSE after my second year, a one month internship
in RBI after my third year. I had an internship with a London based consultancy firm after my
fourth year. my MSc project is on GREEN CAFEs and purchasing power of people and their
desire to spend money on them.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I had joined CL just after 4th year for my aptitude only and took a lot of time to prepare my
resume. then I have been in habit of conducting discussions with my wingies. Moreover before
the interviews I prepared thoroughly for HR questions.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
On my first day, I was shortlisted for Diamond and was kept on a waitlist for EXL but diamond
didn't come for final placements. On the interview day I was moved from waitlist to the main
list. EXL had a three round interview. The first round was HR based .I was prepared for this sort
of an interview. Consequently it went well. Second round was technical in nature and involved a
case study. In my view , I was able to perform decently in it. The third interview was about
puzzles and mental abilities . I had done one of the puzzles before so answered it properly .

ARSHPREET SINGH, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
FLIPKART
Graduate Trainee
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

Capital One and Schlumberger

Program- BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI: 9.1.
PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I was inclined in clearing CAT from my second year onwards. I did a summer project in the
second year and simultaneously joined Career Launcher.
I didn’t prepared much for the placements and was only focussed on CAT preparations during
the seventh semester. I did not give as much time in resume building as given by mates since I
knew that I have nothing to mention about except my CPI.
CAT preparations helped me strengthen my aptitude and quant skills. I was able to clear the
tests of various companies just with my CAT knowledge. I practised maths for entire month and
was pretty confident in English and a week before the main exam, I did one or two mock
papers daily.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
I got shortlisted for Capital One but could not make through the interview comprising mainly of
number crunching questions. Then I went for Schlumberger GD. The GD was somewhat weird as no
etiquettes of a GD were followed. I got shortlisted and went to give the interview but it didn’t go
well.
Flipkart had three profiles operations ,analytics and coding. After the first shortlisting, they
organized GD in the groups of ten. Topic of the GD was grading system or percentage system.
Moderator asked the candidates to speak one at a time. Finally 36 candidates were shortlisted
for the interview. .The interviews were held based on the profile we chose and asked puzzles,
prob and stats and coding.

DEBOSMITA CHAUDHURI, BIO-SCIENCES AND BIO-ENGG.
GOLDMAN SACHS
Analyst
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

BCG, Credit Suisse and Capital One

Program- BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
Internship: DB
PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Being from the BSBE department I knew core and software were never much of an option. The
only two options left were Consulting and Finance. Finance was something close to my heart,
especially after my intern at DB. However the prospects looked bleak, because the shot at
getting a PPO at DB being ruined, only three investment banks remained, Goldman Sachs,
Morgan Stanley and Credit Suisse. Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley were known for their
strict preference of high calibre computer, electrical or maths graduates and Credit Suisse was a
black box, with no one having any idea about what or how it’ll select candidates. So I had
almost given up on finance and decided on preparing well for consulting although it wasn’t an
area that really interested me. What followed was a series of case studies with friends and
batchmates, starting from October. I started this late because I was also taking CAT seriously,
so I was a little involved in preparations for that, and also resume making and other
background work like talking to seniors and other experienced people ate up a lot of time before
October. However since finance was still what I really wanted to get into so I continued reading
the Financial Express on the side, and practising probability problems from “50 challenging
problems in probability”, a book suggested by one of the alums in investment banking. The
preparation for CAT had taken care of my aptitude test preparation so I did not have to worry
much about that any longer. I dint have to worry about Group Discussions because not too
many companies open for BSBE conducted GD’s. I had left the last week after my endsems
ended and before placements began for the main preparation for HR although I did make a list
of questions and jotted down some points for the answers of each of them beforehand. Initially
I would practise around 3 case studies a week, with my batchmates in GH, in a group of 4. We
would meet at night whenever possible and each one would solve one case study each while
another person posed as the interviewer, usually from the book “Case in Point” but sometimes
also from other sources like the IIMA Case Book, the Wharton Business School Case book and
the cases that had come in previous years’ problems which we found in SPO’s Case book. In
later days, especially during endsems, we took to meeting in mixed random groups among the
BCG shortlisted people for similar case practice sessions, and I ended up having done around 20
case studies before placements started. Once the shortlist for Goldman Sachs came out, which
was 2 days before the placements, I also read up a little on dynamic programming which I knew
nothing about. In the last week before placements I structured my HR answers and learnt by
heart the main points so that I don’t miss any when answering, but not the language because I
believed spontaneity is a must to excel in HR interviews.
Resume Preparation:
Resume making was an ordeal indeed. After master resume
verification when it was time for squeezing all the info into one page and still making it look

clean and attractive, it seemed initially impossible. The first step was looking through the
resumes and CVs of seniors to get a feel of how things are to be presented. However seeing the
same format again and again everywhere sort of irked me. I decided to make it slightly different
by changing the way my Interns and Projects section was presented. This different format of
presentation emphasized on the brand values of my interns and also the final outcome and
impact of the projects in an impressive manner. However the resume took a lot of iterations and
perusals by seniors and alums to reach its perfect state of optimum highlighting, clean
presentation and relevant information. I made three different resumes for Finance, Consulting
and Analytics profiles which differed slightly but relevantly from each other, e.g. I mentioned
my courses in economics, mathematics and computing in the Finance resume whereas I used
the same space to mention my BTP in English for the Consulting resume.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
Goldman Sachs
Test:
It was 3 hours test with three subjective sections of one hour each. The first
section was mathematics, comprising of Probability Statistics and Linear Algebra. Apparently
one of the sum was from one of the previous IMO papers. All the sums were more or less pretty
theoretical and high level. The second section was algorithms, which is where I performed best,
since I was taking the Data Structures and Algorithms course that semester. The third section
was on computer networks which was mainly targeted at the CSE junta and not meant for us.
Round 1:
This was my 1st interview of the day. It started off with a discussion of my
resume, especially of my work at DB, and the interviewer even told me about how they do
something quite similar in their team. He asked me about my courses and my interest in
finance. The discussion then moved towards finance and we discussed questions like why are
gold prices increasing and why are US treasury bonds still valuable and also about the Euro
crisis. I call it a discussion because although it would start off with a question the interviewer
would pose for me, very soon it would end up being an interesting discussion with each of us
putting in our opinion and views and new facts. It was a very jovial interview, and lasted hardly
for 20 to 30 minutes.
Round 2:
This was supposed to be a more technical interview to test my coding and
mathematical skills. The interviewer asked me if I knew C++. I told him that I had done it back
in my high school days, so might be a little rusty but will definitely try. He started off with an
easy question on derived classes and their objects. Soon the code became more and more
complicated, involving abstract classes, virtual functions, copy constructors etc. However
thankfully I was able to answer at every step, sometimes ofcourse with a little nudge from him.
Next we moved on to mathematics where the 1st question he asked was simply a probability
game: If you are asked to play a game where you toss a fair coin again and again until you get
consecutive heads and win Re. 1 or you get consecutive tails and lose and quit, how much will
you be willing to pay to play this game. After I answered it, he modified the question by making
it an unfair coin. He taught me how to draw a state diagram, and using that I was easily able to
reach the answer.
During the tete-a-tete following this, I mentioned that I am from Bioengineering, and he
seemed to be impressed given the fact that I had performed pretty well in coding and maths.
We talked a bit about the work in his team, and he invited me to drop by later so that he could
introduce me to one of the Indian representatives who had come from GS, who will be able to

give me a better picture of the work that goes on in the Bangalore office. This interview also
went on for 20-30 minutes.
After this I had left for the BCG ordeal so had been unable to come back for my third interview
that they kept calling me for. I finally came back to meet them after giving my 1st round
interview at Credit Suisse. I was asked about my job preferences and if I was really interested
in joining GS. After I assured them that GS is indeed my dream company they let me know that
all of them were pretty impressed with me and in other ways subtly hinted at the good news.
When I came out of that room, my prior two interviewers came over to chat with me. We
moved into another room and had a long chat about their plans for the India office of GS, the
new teams they were planning to build etc. One of them gave me his business card, asking me
to give him a call if I had any more questions. That was the end of my gruelling day.

BCG
I had 4 rounds of normal interviews followed by one video conference round. I do not remember
the exact wording or order of the questions, so will relate them as I remember them.
An IT sector company wants to increase the number of BPOs in India. Devise a metric that will
help it rank cities according to their favourability to host this BPO.
The supply chain head in an auto company in India is frustrated about manufacturing stopping
frequently because of parts not being readily available at the assembly line and comes to you
for help. What could be the probable reasons, how will you proceed to find out which of these
reasons are actually responsible and what solutions would you suggest. This was a sort of stress
interview because the interviewer seemed disinterested and dissatisfied with everything i said
and kept on demanding for more while impressing that whatever I am coming up with was
really of no significance. What worked in my favour was I dint get flustered by his attitude, kept
smiling and working at the problem objectively. When I would come to the end of one line of
thinking and would have no more answers to his “What next” I would frankly tell him that and
ask him in return for more suggestions. It resulted in him complimenting my way of thinking at
the end and saying that I was one of the best and most practical candidates that he had
interviewed that day.
How many airplanes are flying in the Indian sky at the moment.
How many years will it take the Delhi Metro to break even.
Both the above questions were the part of one interview. The interviewer dint want me to solve
the case fully in either instance. He just wanted to see my structure and evaluate my thinking
process.
A nimbu paani wala spends all of his daily income on his daily expenditure except only as much
as would enable him to conduct equal business on the next day. He now wants to aim at
starting to save for the future. How would you advise him to proceed.
An IT sector multinational wants to expand its business into more countries. Suggest a strategy.
This was the question given in the VC round by the Partner. It was followed by a lot of
numerical and qualitative data about competition, customers and other aspects of the market.
Almost all my interviews went well with BCG except the last VC one, because by then I was
complete drained out and could hardly think. I also did some minor silly mistakes in a couple of
the smaller cases while dealing with numbers, but otherwise everyone seemed to appreciate my

structuring of the cases. Some of the interviewers also delved into the HR side asking me
questions like “why not MBA” and “It seems like you are more interested in finance and BCG is
only the second option. We don’t like being the second option!”. All these questions required
some delicate handling.

Credit Suisse
I finally turned up for my 1st round of interview at Credit Suisse at 2 pm, at the end of the day.
All candidates had finished interviewing by them and they had been waiting for me, so they
were understandably pissed. Hence the interview was more about how I preferred Goldman
Sachs and BCG to them, and they kept asking me about what I would do in scenarios where I
have to choose between the best company and the third best company in a sphere etc. Only
very few finance questions were asked like what is the fiscal cliff and also details about my DB
project. The second round was also more or less the same. One question that I especially
remember from that was “ How would you kill a giraffe without any weapons?”. However I had
got the hint from GS by then so do not really remember the particulars of this interview.

SIDDHARTH SHARMA, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DEUTSCHE BANK
Finance Analyst
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

Credit Suisse, World Quant, Goldman Sachs

Program- BTEch

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CAT 100 percentile, EE DR-2, Summer internship @ Morgan Stanley, Honda YES Award,
University of Tokyo-IIT Scholarship, Conference Publication, SURGE, SPO

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
At the very outset, I would say to you, probably the most important thing you’ll encounter in
the rest of the passage. The earlier you start the preparations, the better it is.
Considering your career options: Once you’ve decided to take stock of your career options, it is
very important to introspect and come up with all possible future tracks that you CAN follow.
This will include even those which you may not be really enthused about, but nonetheless you
stand a good chance of ending up in one of these.
In my case, I realised that I had three broad options, going for a Ph.D. abroad (my publication
and good academic record would come in handy). The second option was to take up a good job,
with an MBA somewhere down the line. And third, to prepare for CAT, end up at the IIMs and
start afresh, since many of us were indeed co-opted/coerced into engineering education under
parental pressure or due to societal conventions (holds true for a large number of students,
especially those like me, who hail from smaller towns and have a modest family background).
Now rank the above in order of your preferences, keeping at the back of your mind, the effort
that it will take to pursue each of these, and how much you’d enjoy once you exercise one of
these choices. I don’t think that I am sufficiently motivated to pursue a career in research. That
meant that Ph.D. was more of a fall back option. I was pretty ambivalent about the other two
but was quite sure that I want to go to the “non-core” sectors. I felt that, owing to my interests
in economics and finance and my penchant for reading non-fiction, news and analyses, I am cut
out for a career in finance.
There is no escaping the need to do an MBA once you decide that you’d go into the non-core
sector, since sooner or later you’ll feel stifled in the corporate hierarchy. An MBA from a reputed
B-school abroad looks promising but it would not be prudent to ignore the IIMs which
themselves have great international repute, and offer you the option of doing an MBA straight
out of graduation.
At
this
point,
I
want
to
bust
a
very
popular
myth:
“You do an MBA once. Hence make your choice: either do an MBA from the IIMs, or settle for a
job,
and
wait
for
around
4
years
to
do
an
MBA
abroad.”
(Reference:http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-03-23/news/31230304_1_workexperience-insead-dubai-holding)
Based on inputs from two of my relatives (one an IIMA alumnus, and the other an IIMA

Professor), there is a large number of students in the finance industry who do a second twoyear MBA abroad after just 1-2 years of work experience after IIMA, which puts the expected
waiting time for an MBA abroad at around 4 years, again. Hence, choosing between the two
trajectories is a personal decision.
Even if you choose to go for the IIMs it is good if you have a great backup option in a secure job
which will hold you in good stead at the interviews, and also by psychologically reassuring.
If, hence, you choose to prepare for the CAT, you gain an edge in your GRE/GMAT preparations,
and also the pre-placement aptitude tests. I would suggest all students focussing on non-core
sectors to appear for the CAT.
The resume:
I can’t stress enough the importance of a good resume. And the
resume is not as much about your credentials, as it is about how you market yourself. Feel free
to boast about yourself, and pay special attention to the formatting. Try to gather some good
resumes from seniors. This is not the same as downloading as many resumes as you can from
DC++, but requires you to pick up your posteriors off that couch and approach some seniors
who did well in the Placement season. Try to hunt for someone with a profile similar to yours.
I am probably not the best person to consult on how to make a resume because mine was not
that great either (I realised this after the placements though, luckily I didn’t pay such a heavy
price for being that ignorance :D)

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
Shortlisted in, but didn’t turn up for the interview: ITC, Opera Solutions (Analyst Profile)
Offers from: DB (joining), Credit Suisse, World Quant
1st December, 2012
How the day went
My first interview was scheduled at 4 in the morning. Two interviews with Goldman Sachs, and I did well in
both. The GS people asked me to chill out and told me they’ll call me back later. I saw in their list that I had
done quite well in the pre-placement test. Apparently, it is one of the most important factors. In the process,
I missed the Credit Suisse GD since I hadn’t brought along a portfolio manager (one who handles your
interview schedule and attends to the ever-ringing mobile phone).
Next, I proceeded to Credit Suisse, and requested their HR contact to give me a chance since I could not turn
up for the GDs. It was here that I handed over my mobile phone to my friend Apratim Tiwari, who was
managing the Credit Suisse procedures, and requested him to pursue the HR guy to schedule an interview,
and also handle my phone when I was interviewing.
Then I went for World Quant’s telephonic interviews. At the end of the three interviews, they said that
they’ll like me to join their firm, and I was quite happy having made through. I thought, “Chalo, first slot toh
nikal gaya” :P
When I returned to Apratim, he had successfully managed to get me an interview with Credit Suisse. The
interview went well.

When I came out, I rushed for my DB interview which had been put up on hold all this while. Apratim had
asked them to reschedule my interview.
DB was my dream job, with great seniors at that firm, its corporate culture, vast global exposure, and most
importantly finance. I went to interview with three DB people, and when I came out of the room, I knew I
had nailed it! There is no other way to put it. They grilled me on my career choices (Why DB over GS or
World Quant, Why not MS, etc) and knowledge of finance and economics (the current economic scenario
and financial products) and I seriously blew them away with my responses. I felt they had to make me an
offer.
I returned to Credit Suisse immediately. They were apparently quite impressed. Two more rounds of
interviews, and the HR guy made me an offer. Second offer of the day! Cool, but he insisted that I opt out of
every other company’s procedure. I wasn’t ready for it, since I felt that I had a good chance to make it to DB.
At this point, my friends (and Placement coordis) Hunaid and Ajay came to my rescue and helped me get
away by saying that it is necessary to appear for all interviews else I shall be penalised. What genius! I
assured the HR guy and returned to Apratim. It was already 1 p.m., and he told me that both DB and GS were
quite impressed, and wanted to have one final interview with me. I had to make a choice. GS was a back-end
quant profile where my work would have been similar to the one at Morgan Stanley, which I didn’t
particularly enjoy. It had to be DB.
My second interview at DB went well. After the interview ended, within a minute, they made me an offer
which I gladly accepted, went downstairs and told the Credit Suisse guy that I was sorry but I had to be
selfish. I shook Apratim’s hand, my saviour sent from above, and then rushed to Santosh bhaiya in the Hall-2
canteen to buy some candy and juices. I hadn’t eaten since morning.
Preparation tips:
Quant profiles (Goldman Sachs, World Quant, etc.)
They require you to be great at complex Olympiad type problems which are difficult to pick up
or master at this stage. You go into the tests or interviews with your innate abilities to tackle
these.
These firms will also ask you some probability puzzles, and some popular programming
questions. For probability, read “Fifty challenging problems in probability”, by Frederick
Mosteller. To tackle the programming bit (non CSE students who have been out of touch with
programming), refer to few of the following websites: mytechinterviews.com, leetcode.com,
xorswap.com, careercup.com.

Analyst profiles (Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse)
You would need to focus on three broad areas for a comprehensive preparation:
(a) HR questions: This is the most important part for any interview. In companies like DB, your
communication skills coupled with your preparation of such questions account for more than
70% of a candidate’s selection. Answering questions about your career goals, interests, and
your career thus far should become second nature by the end of November. You must also
know
the
firms
and
job
profiles
inside
out.
I worked on this specific area, and by the end of the placement session, I had gained a
reputation among my wingies for my expertise at answering HR questions.

(b) Puzzles: Since this is a non-core sector, puzzles are the only way to objectively test the
ability of candidates with diverse backgrounds. Look up braingle.com and techinterview.org.
These two should suffice. Also, whenever you come across a puzzle that you’ve already
encountered, pretend as if you’re going through it for the first time. Don’t rush through. This is
your
opportunity
to
impress
them.
Do
not
squander
it
away!
(c) Finance and economic affairs: If you have a comprehensive knowledge of the financial
markets, national economy, and international affairs, in addition to the above two, it is highly
improbable that you won’t be selected. For brushing up these, read the Economist (print or
online), and read through the opinion pages of Economic Times or the Business Standard for 23 months leading to the Placement season. You must also regularly read a newspaper like the
Hindu or Indian Express to keep yourself abreast of the latest events which frequently become a
focal
point
of
group
discussions
(for
Credit
Suisse).
You CANNOT afford to walk into the interview ignorant of terms like European debt crisis, global
financial crisis, fiscal cliff, QE, and basic finance like options, hedging etc. Wikipedia,
Investopedia and J.C.Hull (first few chapters) are great sources to pick up these.
I took a conscious decision to focus only on the above two profiles, since I felt I was a perfect fit
for these. You must do your own assessments for taking this decision. Remember that this is
what you may end up doing for the next two-three years. Don’t take decisions which may make
you repent one day down the line. This was my preference list of first slot companies, based on
my interests and the job profile:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DB
Credit Suisse
World Quant
GS
ITC
Opera

Note: I wasn’t shortlisted with BCG for want of extracurricular experience and a better resume.
In retrospect, I think it was a blessing in disguise, in view of the bad experiences of some of my
friends who were shortlisted with this firm.

Important:
1. If you are a B.Tech. student, do not be under the wrong impression that you can target all
sectors- core as well as non-core. It is really difficult to prepare comprehensively for all
companies, especially if you are in the B.Tech. program owing to time constraints.
2. The Dual degree students have an edge over you for precisely two reasons. Firstly, they get
more time to prepare for the placements, and have learnt vicariously from their B.Tech.
batchmates’ experiences. Secondly, they tend to have higher retention rates (good for the
companies).
3. Work on your English communication skills which are crucial for performing well in interviews
and GDs.
Let neither of these become an obstacle by leaving no stone unturned in the course of your
preparations.

Reflections:

1. You can’t appear for more than 4 companies in the first slot. It is not realistic. Hence, decide
beforehand. I knew I hadn’t prepared enough for consulting or core, hence I opted out of ITC
and Opera.
2. If you are shortlisted in multiple companies, ask a reliable friend to accompany you to the
interviews, and handle your mobile phone (“managing one’s portfolio”). You’ll thank me
someday for this advice.
3. I was happy that I prepared as much as I did, neglecting my college academics in the
process. It is a decision I am proud of.
4. My Morgan Stanley internship distinguished me from scores of other candidates. I had never
truly appreciated its importance till then. That also goes to show how important it is to get a
good internship.
5. Those shortlisted in BCG: Beware guys! Talk to Koustav Dey for guidance :D
I hope you found something worth your effort in the above write-up. Feel free to contact me via
FB or GMail (sidsharma027@gmail.com)
All the best! May you do really well in all future endeavours.

KALPI MITTAL, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES
Gradute Engineering Trainee (GET)
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH: Suisse, Capital One, Flipkart, Futures First, ZS

Program – Btech

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI 8.2
With a balanced academics and average interest in core sector, I was more of a social
personality with lot of non-academic involvements. I was involved in Dramatics Club, headed
the MSES ( MSE society ) and was the Alumni Relationship Cell coordinator in my final year. I
did my second year intern with IGSA labs ( a start up by IITians in the field of Operations
Research) and my third year intern with DB. With these intern in my kitty, I had developed a
complete non-core profile and hence was targeting consulting and finance related firms.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I delayed my placement preparations since I was waiting for the PPO results of DB .
Unfortunately I didn’t get a PPO and in late September, I started working for placement
preparation. This is one mistake which I had committed because of which I couldn’t prepare my
resume well. I started preparing for the HR interviews and Case Studies, did a lot of Guess
Estimate questions, revised the current affairs and brushed all the non-trivial business jargon ,
which I was expected to know because of my intern in DB.
As far as GD preparation was concerned, I had an extensive preparation for the GDs and was
pretty confident about it. I used to participate in all the GD sessions organised by the SPO and
also organised mock GDs along with my wing mates. I made it a point to attend all the PPTs to
know about the company and the job profiles they were offering . Side by side I was also
preparing for CAT which helped me prepare for Aptitude Test of companies as well.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
My placement season started with Credit Suisse Interview on day one which, I was not able to
clear due to lack of preparation. Then came Cap one, which had done shortlisting based on an
aptitude test. The called all the shortlisted candidates for the interview which included various
HR questions and a Case Study round followed, mine went well but eventually the company
didn’t take any candidate.
I missed Flipkart probably because of two low points in my interview, firstly the Skype
connection got disconnected and secondly I was the last person to be interviewed and the
interviewer got frustrated. Similarly for ZS, had case studies and 2-3 extensive HR interviews
which went well. Before its result was declared I had got an offer from Reliance which I took.
Reliance had an aptitude test which was one of the easiest. I got shortlisted for the interview
which had two rounds. One was the technical round where they questioned me about my BTP
project and questions related to Metallurgy, Metal Casting etc. A quick skim through my
departmental courses before the interview and my industrial trip during the third year helped a

lot in answering those questions. The next interview was a 15 minutes HR interview which
include generic questions about me and my stay at IIT Kanpur.

Tips
According to me, it is really important at the first stage to identify the sector that one wants to
pursue and then target that sector and then work towards it. One must set realistic goals and
one must be prepared for the worst case scenario.

MOHIT AGGARWAL, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
SAMSUNG INDIA SOFTWARE OPERATIONS
Software Engineers
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH: Suisse, Capital One, Flipkart, Futures First, ZS

Program - BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI: 7.8
My major extracurrics included captain of badminton team in Udghosh and some awards in the
badminton tournaments. I developed interest in wireless communications as part of my
curriculum while I had done some extra mathematics courses due to my interest in analytics. So
I was targeting only these two sectors. My BTP was also clubbed with the mathematics
department.
I had an intern in Qualcomm and they generally gives PPO to almost every internee. So I was
expecting a PPO but when the results came ,I was not shortlisted.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Having a keen interest in analytics, I was targeting Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. I also
studied a bit of coding on looking the facts that coding can be useful at any point of the
placement season.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
I started my placement journey by getting shortlisted in Mitsubishi on Day 1. The procedure
included the form filling followed by GD and then an interview. They asked me the number of
courses I had undergone in Power which was just one and my interest also didn’t lie in that
field.
I gave the test of GS which had three sections with 45 minutes allotted for each. The sections
were Probability and Statistics, puzzles and coding. Coding part was very difficult. Morgan
Stanley and Opera Solutions had a CPI barrier.
I got shortlisted in Schlum on the basis of resume but didn’t go to give its GD and rather opted
to prepare for Qualcomm’s interview next morning. Qualcomm’s shortlisting was on the basis of
test(basic coding and choice between VLSI and Digital electronics).Their interview was
completely technical. There was a slot shuffle for the EE department so it was very hard to take
a decision whether to apply for the analytics company of Day 3 and Day 4 or wait for Samsung
and other core companies on Day 5.
I sat for Ebay on Day 4.They took a test which mostly included coding and core CSE courses like
networks. Then there was an interview in which they mainly focussed on coding of which I had
very less preparation and was out of my curriculum.
Samsung took a test on Day 4 and had their interviews on Day 5.There were two interviews,
one technical and one HR. Technical interview included elementary coding questions, wireless

communication and puzzles. In my HR interview I was offered the job and they elaborated on
their packages and job description.
Overall just doing the basic questions of ANSI C and solving elementary coding problems can
take you through.

PRANJAL SAXENA, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
ITC
Management Trainee - Technical
Program- btech
Open for Programmes: ME, CHE, EE (Btech and dual)
Profile Offered: Management Trainee

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY






If you aim for a techno managerial profile, which will allow you to leverage your technical
competency in a management setting.
Leadership responsibility given at the starting phase (directly handling 20 or so
employees after 6-7 months of training.)
Wide business insight. ITC being a conglomerate, gives an exposure of diverse functions
like supply chain, marketing etc (note we are not directly hired for these functions , but
knowledge is gained.)
Good base and brand value if you want to do MBA after few years of work experience

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Group Discussion
Topic: Pretty standard topics that are repeated every year. Mine was about a group of people
stranded in a forest with a list of 15 things. The group has to prioritize the materials.
Duration:

20 – 25 mins

Number of people: 8

Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD:
Generally the topics are repeated so it would be a good idea to think about them before as
everybody else will. However, one should be prepared for a fresh topic. Structuring and
controlling/moderating the group is very important and will fetch heavy points. Also ITC is a
very ethical company, so a proper decorum and formal environment is needed in the GD.
Shouting and being a bad listener gets one negative points. The only way to improve discussion
skills is practicing speaking in English on random topics.
One could play certain games like speaking for a minute on any random topic given by someone
else. These games help remove the inhibition of speaking in English and add to fluency.

Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

Technical/HR

Duration: 40 minutes

Panel: 2 HR guys and one senior alum of IIT B
The interview started with general questions about family and background.

Since my internship was with HUL, a lot of questions were asked on the project and its utility.
BE thorough with any internship/projects that are mentioned in the form. I was also asked to
defend my not getting a PPO with HUL (Yes, they do ask this difficult question, but the key is to
remain positive and not regret any experience)
Technical part :
Asked basics of process control (as my work in internship was linked to it ) . However , I was
not very comfortable with this subject, so I kindly requested them to ask from my strong
subject Fluid dynamics. (Again , this is a risk which paid off in my case, might not work always.)
Some of the questions were :






What is a PID controller?
How do you derive the continuity equation?
Write down the continuity equation for a compressible flow
Explain swinging of the cricket ball
What are the different terms in the Navier Stokes equation?

Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

HR

Duration: 30 minutes

Panel: 2 senior managers from the company
Questions







Form based questions (elaborate any answer)
How was your internship experience, why didn’t you get a PPO
You don’t seem like a manager, convince us that you are suitable for this profile
What kind of leadership roles have you taken in the campus?
Would you prefer ITC over BCG?
Suppose I am the person hiring form BCG, will your answer change to the above
question?

Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview)
For a Chemical Engineering Student, one should be thorough with the following courses :



Fluid Mechanics
Thermodynamics

Along with basics of equipments used in factories like pumps, Heat exchangers, mixers, etc.
However basic concepts of all courses should be revised as there could be questions from
controls, separation process etc.

General Suggestions








Good CPI and department rank is a big plus
Should have clear basic understanding of technical course materials, specially of those
courses which relate to industry (ex fluid and thermo for chemical)
Form is very important, spare a lot of time and be thorough with all the answers
For people with very strong profiles, prepare convincing answers of why ITC.
They need strong headed people but do not be over confident or cocky
Lastly, always wear a smile to the interviews 

PRATEEK MITTAL, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
I3 CONSULTING
Program- BTEch
Business Analyst
HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI : 6.2
I was never academically bent and had lost interest in my branch and academics by the
beginning of my second year. My interns were in Sail and Tata Steel in the second and third
year respectively. I was involved in various events of Techkriti and Antaragni in my first and
second year respectively. I didn’t have any other specific extra-curricular involvements.
Personally speaking I loved playing computer games such as Age of Empires and loved reading
novels and business newspapers. Not surprisingly, I had developed much more interest for my
HSS electives than my departmental courses. I believe, for this very reason I knew that I had to
pursue a job in consulting or finance.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Right after coming from my intern, I started building my resume. I used all the resources
available on the SPO website along with help from seniors and my wing mates, to prepare a one
page resume fit for a consulting profile. I had also joined CL in the 6th semester to prepare for
Quant and to keep the IIM option open. In the month of august, a lot of companies come with
their PPTs. One must make it a point to attend all of these PPTs because one gets to know what
all options are available and what suits us the best. It was through the BCG PPT , that I came to
know what exactly is consulting. I liked the Presentation a lot and from that point onwards I
started serious preparation for consulting firms by solving case studies, puzzles and guess
estimates.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
i3 consulting
They had shortlisted about 40 people based on CV. Then they had interview rounds. In the first
interview, they asked me to tell me about myself and explain my resume. I had prepared well
for such a question and started explaining. They seemed disinterested till I told them about my
hobby of reading business newspapers. This hobby of mine fascinated them, because it was
something unusual. This became the centre of discussion for the rest half of my interview. They
asked me to explain some trivial business jargon, and then asked questions like What is the
GDP of India, What is Purchasing Power Parity, Effect of FDI on the local retailers etc. I
answered these questions well since I had knowledge about these topics and hence was able to
impress the interviewer.
Round 2 and 3 were a mix of Case Study and HR questions mixed. I was asked to solve a Case
of the Jet Airways and the issue of profitability along with it they asked me a few guess
estimates, both of which I was able to answer, with certain help from the interviewer. They
questioned me on my resume as well as asked me questions related to my BTP Project. Overall
the interview went really well and I was hopeful of getting shortlisted.

Flipkart
Was selected through the aptitude test and the CV based shortlisting but couldn’t clear the GD
as I wasn’t prepared well for the GD.

Tips
One must prepare well for the interview and one must realise that one can ( and one should )
always move the interview in the direction one wants. The initial HR questions can help in
giving direction to the interview and hence one must prepare well for all of them. Also prepare a
lot of puzzles, guess estimates and case studies for the consulting companies.

PRIYA GAUTAM, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
AXTRIA
Analyst/Associate
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH: BCG, Opera, Mitsubishi, Schlumberger, i-Runway

Program- btech

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI: 9.4
Resume peeks: I was one of the recipients of OPJEMS scholarship (1 in whole batch), Techkriti
Hospitality coordinator and the good academics.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I believe that resume very imp, give much importance to it, and start from summers. In my
case, I was not aware of where to go, and didn't give much time to preparation. As there were
not enough core companies and I didn't have any interest in finance so I prepared for
consulting.
why didn't you go to study abroad: interest in core.
why test: good for students who don’t have good cpi or good resume., saves them from
disappointment.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
BCG
I was selected based on my resume. Interview started with questions based on resume, mainly
projects. Then he asked a case study to estimate the 'Number of flights in air at a time'. I was
little nervous and didn’t solve the case well. I even missed the workshop due to academic
reasons which again proved a negative point in my case. Buddy interaction was good. My
suggestions are show enthusiasm with your buddy (mentor) and take interest in everything.
Their assessment starts right from the time they take you out for the dinner till your final
interview.
Little tip: Show enthusiasm from the start. Have good interaction with your buddy or even with
seniors in BCG. Show lots of interest. Prepare well for the case studies. They mainly ask
strategy cases which are given in elaborate manner in "case in point". The best thing is to
prepare in group 3-4ppl or in your wings on a regular basis.

Opera
As my BCG interview was scheduled late, I'd given more preference to opera. They generally
ask 'number cases'. Preparation for BCG and opera go hand in hand. But if you are selected in
opera only then concentrate more on number cases. You can use B-club casebook given on SPO
site. Here also, interaction with my buddy was good. First round was a case study round where
they asked me to estimate the 'number of smart phones sold in a year'. Next was one to one
interview. It started with the discussion on intern project (modelling of continuous casting). The

panel member was also from MME and had done some work on continuous casting so there was
a healthy discussion on the project topic. Then finally, he asked me to estimate 'the number of
bouquets sold in a year. Though I solved the case well, I was not qualified for third round.

Mitsubushi
There were three panel members. As it was a Japanese company and was coming to IIT Kanpur
for the first time, I didn't have much inclination towards the company. 1st round was a
personality test, where they ask general questions like rate yourself, etc. Then there was a
Group Discussion on Future Energy Resources in India. None of their rounds was an elimination
round. Next was the interview. It was a pure HR interview. They were simply looking for
interested candidates willing to work in Japan.

Schlumberger
I didn't prepare for this company and was not sure of getting shortlisted but luckily or unluckily,
I was. Group discussion topics are generally arbitrary. They primarily check your creativity. My
topic was jelly beans. As my whole group was good so most of us were selected for the next
round. It was a group activity. They generally check the team skills, creativity and leadership.
Group performance was okay. Then the next was one to one interview.

i-Runway
They generally have resume based short listing. Aptitude test was easy, in fact 2 or 3 puzzles
were directly from http://www.techinterview.org/. There were 2 rounds of interview. In round
1, questions were mainly based on my resume and projects. Since iRunway is a technology
consulting firm, they also asked me some technical questions like:



One of my projects was IR based barcode reader, so he asked- Are u aware of other
technologies used in barcode readers?
He asked me three puzzles, all easy. One of the puzzles was- Make a number <4 and >3
using 3, 4 and a symbol/operator present on your calculator. (ans: 3.4!)

Axtria
After resume based short listing (CPI cut-off 8.0), there was a test.
Test: Aptitude questions
Basic programming questions (to find output, basic SQL, java, C)
Basic stats questions (mean, median, mode)
Two essay questions (one was 'Why Axtria?').
Then there was an online, Skype Interview (interviewer was an IITK alumnus). By this time, I
had enough experience of giving interviews so HR was well prepared! As I went inside the room,
his first question was what your GRE score is. I said I didn’t take GRE, and then he said then
how was CAT. I again said I don’t want to do MBA as well. He said we are convinced with your
quantitative and writing skills through test, just convince me that u won't go for higher studies-I
justified, since I didn’t enabled the video feature so couldn’t know whether he was convinced or
not. He asked some questions related to my projects. My Interview was about to end, but I
asked him some question and he started describing the work at Axtria and finally asked me to
solve a case study.

Final word of advice




Prepare HR well and before the actual Interview, give atleast 2-3 dummy interviews.
Go through company website carefully; and prepare 2-3 good questions to ask in the
end.

ADITYA DESAI, COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TOWER RESEARCH CAPITAL.
Program - B.Tech
Strategist
Open for Programmes: CSE- B-TECH, M-TECH and DUAL
Profile Offered: Strategist

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY


It pays you a lot. To my knowledge, its the highest payer in the country (that visits iitk).
It could be motivation for some (though it is not for me)



It has a very flat hierarchical structure. So it grants freedom at workplace to the
employees. I guess this is something every person in iit wants.



Apart from general things, it does HFT which requires
o

Maths (Prob-Stat and analytical)

o

Problem Solving

o

Algorithms

o

Coming up with heuristics (which might be interesting for some)



if you love such stuff you should target this company. Apart from this you also get to
see the how your ideas work on real data which is really great.



The team at tower research, gurgaon is very good. You will get to be among some very
good minds.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION


Good Analytical skills – solve puzzles for it. There are a lot of resources online (try
http://gurmeet.net/puzzles/)



Maths and prob-stats : Make sure you do a course on probability statistics. A course on
Randomised algorithms might help



Algorithms – you should be well versed with applications of standard algorithms. You are
also expected to code them up so practice (to depth) on coding sites like spoj, topcoder.
Do atleast one site. The score/rank on these sites help your resume

Resume:
Iterate over your resume many times. Consult your seniors professors tools
available online (the one that spo provides)

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test

Duration : 2hrs

Unfortunately I reached pretty late to this test and got only around half n hour to solve the
questions. I picked up only algo questions to solve. I did not go through the entire paper. So
can't comment much.
Questions:


In a city represented as a 2-D plane there are buildings at different positions. The
position of the buildings(x,y co-ordinates) and their heights are given. Write an efficient
algorithm to determine the buildings that are visible. (They asked me to write the entire
code in C/C++/language of choice)



A group of n people is such that a symmetric relation of knowing another exists in the
group. i.e. the relation is A knows B. and being symmetric if A knows B then B knows A.
Prove that there exist atleast 2 people who know same no. of people.



In a 2 D plane, every point is assigned a color either blue or red. Prove that there exists
a rectangle with all corners of the same color.



Prove that F_nk is divisible by F_n where F_i is the ith Fibonacci number. with f_0 = 0.



A tournament has to be conducted. The tournament has each team playing a single
match and match is played by 2 teams. Every team has two ratings. X : batting rating
and Y: bowling rating. Every match has a rating of (X1+X2)/(Y1+Y2). Rating of
tournament is the min rating among the matches. The organisers want to conduct a
tournament of max rating. Write an algorithm to find the max possible rating of the
tournament.



o

Try when all Y_i = 1

o

given a rating r, is it possible to have a tournament of rating >= r

o

you may use b to give your final answer

Given a string, find the largest substring which can be formed from repetition (>=2) of
the smaller string.

Thats all I remember . There were many other questions though.
I had three interviews (two of 40 min and the final of about 100 minutes).
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview)
 Data Structures and Algorithms
 Algorithms II
 Discrete Mathematics

General Suggestions
On the day of placement, you need to be as calm as possible and do not think during an
interview that this should be your last one (i.e. don't think 'lets get placed' as soon as you enter
the interviews). Enjoy the day and you will be rewarded.

ANKUR JHAVERY, CHEMITRY- MS (INTEGRATED)
FLIPKART INDIA PVT. LIMITED
Graduate Trainee
Open for Programmes: All UG departments
Profile Offered: Management Trainee

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
Anyone who wishes to be a part of a startup growing at a rapid rate should apply for it for the
following reasons:







Flipkart is a leading ecommerce startup with which you will get enormous opportunities to
face real ground challenges.
By associating with Flipkart your managerial skills are surely going to improve since you
get to work in a company which is still growing and you are going to decide the way it is
going to grow.
One solid line used by Flipkart in their ppt, “You’ll definitely want to join google in 2001
when it was growing”, same holds for Flipkart, Indian ecommerce market is growing and
you’ll definitely want to be a part of the leaders.
Handsome salary: “This year Flipkart has announced a salary of 12.5 lakh per annum”.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Flipkart had a 3 stage selection criteria followed this year:
1.
2.
3.

Aptitude test
Group discussion
Interview (1 or 2 rounds, it depends)

For aptitude test your basic CAT preparation will do. Those of you who haven’t joined CL or
TIME, should use “Quantitative Aptitude for CAT by Arun Sharma” for your aptitude
preparations. It has got all tips and tricks and all variety of questions for you to practice and is
recommended by many.
There is a website: “pagalguy.com”: It is a forum where people discuss tricks and good aptitude
problems which you’ll find useful.
For group discussion they’ll ask recent topics, so a general knowledge of what’s happening and
your ability to speak will take you through.
Some tips for Group discussions is:







Use moments of pause to deliver your ideas
It’s good to start the discussion and frame it, but it is not essential
Always put points, Flipkart doesn’t asks random topics so speaking absurd ideas will not be
beneficial for you
Always take note of what others are telling, they’ll ask you to conclude
If you’ll enter in an arguments, you are out of the discussion
Keep your nerves under control and deliver what you got

In interview they’ll ask either puzzles, or case studies or both.

For puzzles, there is a book: A_Practical_Guide_To_Quantitative_Finance_Interviews. Follow it,
you’ll find it on DC++ or somewhere in IIT. You are also recommended to go through:
techinterview.org
For case studies: Case In Point. Different people have different opinion about it, but according
to me, it is beneficial to go through it.
Resume:
Resume should look all round for Non-core jobs. Don’t add too many academic
projects or internships. 1 intern and 1 project (usually your BTP) will do. Add extracurricular
activities and Position of responsibilities you hold. And resume should be strictly one page.
General flow should be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name, contact information
Academic details (degree, college, CPI)
Scholastic achievement
Projects and intern
Position of responsibility
Extracurricular activities

The last two pints should take around ½ of your resume.
I didn’t think about any other career path(CAT, further studies, IAS, etc.). I did appear for CAT
but never prepared for it seriously.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test
Duration of Test:

1 hour

Number of Questions: 60

Type of questions and details: Normal aptitude questions. Usually cutoff goes around 50, so you
can estimate that it is about speed and not your intelligence.

Group Discussion
Topic: FDI in retail
Duration: 30 mins - 1 hour

Number of people:

8

Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD: Already discussed above.

Interview Round
Type of Round:

Skype Interview

Duration:

1 hour

Panel: 1 person







Questions: Case studies
Tell me about yourself
Your usual introduction, education etc.
Where do you see yourself in 5 years
I told that after 3 years I’ll go for an MBA and for next 3 years I’ll be working for Flipkart
in whatever way it suits the company
Strengths and weaknesses: Tell yours…
Why Flipkart
Already explained above
How are you a good fit for the company
Good analytical skills, communication skills, etc.

What went well for me was that I made some really good suggestions regarding the company
like:





They should have live chat support
Option to try 2 items before buying 1 of them (in clothes and footwear)
No. of warehouses should be increased to assure faster delivery
Etc. (More I don’t remember)

Case study: If you were to launch a new product (clothes in my case), what are the factors
you’ll consider and what strategy you’ll follow.
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview):



Some MBA courses which have case studies might help
Doing probability and statistics is strongly recommended

Do's/ Don'ts








Read newspapers regularly (it really helps)
Don’t get into an argument in GD
Always speak points (casts good impression)
Speed is essential to qualify the test
Don’t panic and keep you nerves under control
In Case studies don’t jump to a conclusion immediately (ask them for more and more
information until you see you have considered all the factors, then conclude)
Solve as many puzzles as possible so that the one you get in interview, you’ve solved
already

General Suggestions
Prepare well. First choose where you want to go. You can’t prepare for everything. In general if
you are going for companies who take aptitude tests, fast calculation is a must.
General knowledge and newspapers will help in interviews and group discussion so read
newspapers daily.
Solve as many puzzles as you can.
Good luck!!!

KOUSTAV DEY, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DEUTSCHE BANK
Finance Analyst
OTHER COMPANIES INTERVIEWED WITH:

Credit Sussie

Program- BTECH

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
Academics :
CPI of 9.4 (at least till my placements , 2 Academic Excellence Awards)
Positions of Responsibilities :








Head Public Relations, Antaragni’12 (my most fulfilling experience at IIT Kanpur)
Coordinator, Business Club
Part of the HEC Hall 9 (Mess Secretary)
Internships :
Morgan Stanley Strats and Modeling , Mumbai (1 of the 2 interns from all the IITs)
(Published a Research Paper there : ‘Credit Spread Bid-Offer Valuation Adjustment’  )
SURGE IIT Kanpur , 2011 under Prof. A.R.Harish , Electrical Engineering, IITK

Other Involvements :
Active Member of the Quiz Club IITK (won a few big quizzes in Antaragni and Techkriti),
participated in my outstation events as a part of the Business Club Member, had very good
performances in Olympiads during my school days

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Well the placement thing started being a concern in the beginning of the 6th semester after
seeing the placement of our Y7 Dual and Y8 Btech. Seniors. I initially had no idea that the
placements were such a hard voyage for most , and so wanted to have a foreign intern (have a
free-funded trip to another country and do some good work). Strangely, I didn’t sit for any SPO
Company that came for intern till October end, but by then I realized that it was a big mistake
because research was never my cup of tea, but still I wanted a foreign intern for no concrete
reason (this was actually a very serious issue with many people of our batch and especially EE
Dept. Hall 9).
So, Morgan Stanley came for interns in October end, and after a long process with interviews
even in Mumbai, I and Siddharth Sharma were the people selected for all IITs (believe me this
was huge at that time, because of the name it carries and the huge money it was giving us :p).
So, Antaragni happened after that, and I didn’t ponder too much about about the placements. I
was pretty confident of cracking a PPO at Morgan (after doing very well there), but sometimes
GOD has other plans you see (The tough part of it was that both of us got to know this reality
on 20th October, 2012 , about 40 days to placements ).
For me the placement preparations started somewhere in July end, when SPO sends in
numerous mails about master resume, senior sessions and stuff. Unfortunately, I couldn’t
devote too much time in preparing my resume as well, but wasn’t a big problem because of
some very good content in it .

Then the company ppts started in August itself and I tried to attend most of them (but had to
miss many of them because of Antaragni). Still I was pretty confident about my profile, and
didn’t worry so much about the placements. Regarding my choice of companies, I had the right
profile to be shortlisted in all non-core and core firms , and because I had a very successful
intern in Finance sector, my wish was to crack a Financial firm/ Tier-1 Consult/Quant firm. And
actually the same happened, I couldn’t prepare for ITC and Qualcomm (EE Core), though I got
shortlisted in both.
Virtually, my preparations started in the mid-sem recess from (20th Oct – 28th Oct.), when I
stayed back and started solving the puzzle sites and revising some Prob-Stats and Linear
Algebra for quant firms (Goldman Sachs and Worldquant in my case).

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
Deutsche Bank
Profile Offered: Market Analyst, Corporate Finance
1. Resume Shortlisting (Aptitude Test):
This year we had a resume based shortlisting
across all IITs. There were around 35 students who were shortlisted form IITK.
But, most probably DB would be continuing with its aptitude test based shortlisting, like
the previous years (they ask around 25 aptitude questions, and 1 essay on some
current topic).
(A comprehensive study of any of the CAT Maths material of CL or Time will suffice your
preparations : focus more on how fast you can solve a problem.)
But if DB resorts to resume based shortlisting again, they give a tremendous weightage
to your CPI , any background in finance (intern in financial firms or on some related
topic, so you see a lot of ECO and Maths Students being shortlisted.) Also, they look at
the overall profile as well, but the above 2 factors were the most important this year.
2. Interview Process : In my placement preparation I had focused a lot on financial firms
(DB, Credit Suisse), because of my previous background in this area. So imagine my
surprise when on the night of 30th of November, I see myself being the last candidate on
the list, with my schedule at 11.00 A.M. whereas the process began at 6.00 A.M. So, I
made sure that I communicated to the SPO Volunteers of DB that I was very interested
in the firm and requested them to pre-schedule my interview. Fortunately, I hung
around for around 10 mins in the lobby, when they consented for one interview then.
Round 1 : 8.50 A.M.
Type of Round: Technical + HR

Duration: 30 mins

Panel: Mr. Nishant Mishra and 2 other people (don’t know their name)
Process :
I entered the room and was greeted by 3 people, shook my hands with all of them. They
asked me if I was hungry or not, I told them that I was thirsty rather and they offered
me a Tropicana. (The reason I am citing this is, after my selection, in the night Mr.
Nishant told me that this had set up the tone in the room, because the earlier 4
candidates whom they interviewed were too shy and refused to have anything, they
judged it as my confidence rather  , though it was never an intended one). I was asked
about how many companies I was interviewing in slot 1, and they seemed to be
impressed on hearing the number 7. They asked me what my preference order was, and

I told them the truth that I would definitely interview with DB, Credit Suisse and
Worldquant, and if time permits maybe with BCG or Opera.
Then they asked me to give a brief introduction, and asked me to stop when I was
talking about my intern at Morgan Stanley and the paper I published over there. Mr.
Nishant asked me if I was offered a PPO by them, and I told them the truth about my
mentor not finding any position for me. He gave a sarcastic remark at MS, that going by
the markets, its evident that they are not in a good shape now, and all I did was smile. I
was asked that if I got an offer from Morgan in my 8th sem, would I go. I told them, that
if I got into DB/WQ/Credit Suisse/BCG , then definitely no, o/w yes. The reason I cited
was that, inspite of all the money, I had to go through the entire placement procedure
which in itself was a big pain, then an offer after that doesn’t help, they could have given
it earlier. All three of them laughed and I seemed to have convinced them. I was asked
to explain my work there, which I did pretty well. I was also asked if I sat for DB during
the intern procedure and I again told them the truth, as I have written earlier.
Suddenly, I was asked a puzzle by them, to put in +,-,*,/ between the digits 3,3,8,8 (in
any order ) such that the result was 24. I took an A4 and struggled for around 5
minutes, but couldn’t get the solution. They asked me to stop, but I kept trying on, and
was continuously telling them what I was thinking. (This was really sad for me, because I
felt that puzzles were my forte, and here I am unable to solve the first of them). I was
given another question, in which I had to tell them the minimum distance between the
opposite ends of a cuboid, if I an ant had to travel along the walls. I thought for a
minute, drew the figure and by some symmetry found the answer within 1 minute. All 3
of them smiled at me, and fortunately something went well.
Then they shot random questions at me (all 3 of them) like Why do you wish to work in
the finance sector : I gave an on the spot answer, and cited my analytical and maths
skills , my successful intern and my fascination towards trading, and a line or two about
me being involved with the B-Club. They asked me why Deutsche Bank: I think I nailed
this one 
(Unlike the stereotypical answers people give about their sill set matching and stuff, I
started with some stuff about my room-mate in summers being a DB intern, my constant
interaction with him and the group – how we were more quant heavy and they were
closer to the markets in terms of the knowledge, how me having worked in a building
(MS) about a minute’s walk from DB, with the culture on the floors being exactly the
same; me having done some real quality work in finance etc. I told all of this in one go
with tremendous assertive energy, with a lot of confidence, what clicked was that it
wasn’t a mugged up answer (it was all instantaneous).I was asked another question, as
to why should they hire me , and a series of questions as to what was my biggest repent
and failure in IIT Kanpur. The final question I was asked was what has been the best
moment of mine in IITK, and I taled about the Antaragni Final nite, the end of the
festival , an end of the efforts of 7-8 months. He being an alumni himself, told that every
core team member talks about the success of his festival, what was new this year. This
probably was the easiest question of the lot and I guess the LED Screen, Kumar Vishwas
and lots of foreign performers sufficed themselves 
[ They weren’t judging me on finance or quant, because of my CPI and previous
background as an intern. A lot of people were grilled on these though, if they said they
were interested in these and all. They were trying to have a conversation with me, and
testing my confidence, and when I came out of the room, I knew I had done well.]

Round 2 : 9.30 A.M.
Type of Round: Technical

Duration: 20 minutes

Panel: Mr. Vikram Khanderia (Business Head),and a senior person from algo- trading
Process :
As soon as I came out of the first interview, I was told in some time that they liked me a
lot and I was about to have my second round just then. I was advised to remain calm
and that I could easily get an offer. I too felt so because all others had to wait a lot
between their interviews and mine was happening instantly.
I entered the room, greeted them and was asked to describe myself in one minute. I did
that pretty well as I thought. Mr. Vikram asked me to explain my paper in Morgan
Stanley to the two of them, I took a pen and paper and tried explaining them the whole
of it. I actually did pretty bad (I had explained this to others quite well earlier, maybe I
became a bit nervous.) They didn’t get the full essence of the work, though understood
that it was very valuable to the firm and then I was asked a very trivial question as to
rank the Bonds, CDS and Loans in order of the interest rates they offered, and give an
explanation on the same. (I had worked on these instruments during my intern, so was
asked this). I knew the order and told them that, but struggled for around 5 minutes
with the answer. Then they told me the reason for it, and I was just repenting the way
my interview was proceeding.
Then Mr. Vikram asked me to tell three important things that were currently happening
in the world of Business. (I never used to read ET, but read it the previous day). Told
them, that Cinemax had just acquired PVR , and as soon as I told it, he just stood up
and lashed at me that how could a small Indian company acquisition affect Wall Street. I
then understand what a mockery I had made (and was mentally prepared for the Credit
Suisse interview after this, because I was sure to be kicked out from here.) Continuing,
he wrote three things on paper : Fiscal Cliff, Euro-Debt Crisis and the Palestine war and
asked to me explain all of them. I knew the 1st two very well, and started. Though I
wasn’t very convincing g because I had become a bit tensed, but still I told all that I
knew about them in any order though not very confidently. I was asked some counter
questions, which I answered and a small discussion followed as to how could the war
affect the oil prices in India and gave some logical explanation.
Then, the other person took a piece of paper and told that If he folded it 100 times ,
what would be its total width, if the width of one side is 1 unit. I found it out and told the
answer was 2100 . He asked me to calculate it, and I still can’t believe I told them it was
1024 (210 ) * 1024, and then he asked me re calculate it. I immediately realized what a
fool I was making of myself, and told it was 1024* multiplied 10 times ~ 1030. (which
was right :P). I was asked to leave.
I came out and told the volunteers that I had messed it up and there was no chance I
would get selected. So I was going for the CS interview. I was asked to wait for a minute
and then the volunteers entered the room and after a minute asked me to go and meet
Mr. Vikram. He asked me what my concern was, I told him that I was sorry to have
messed his round after such an awesome round 1 and that I won’t get selected. He gave
me a smile and said that they had really liked me. I asked them if I would get an offer,
because it would be my dream come true so early in the morning, He told me that there
were SPO clauses that he couldn’t tell me, but ‘You are intelligent enough to understand.
If I were you, I would put my suit off and go out for a drink :P’ ). I was overwhelmed,

had a firm handshake with the both of them , and there it was at 9.50 AM. in the
morning 

Credit Suisse
Process of Company :
1. Resume Based Shortlisting : The company followed a resume based shortlisting and as
far as I remember, the criteria they followed was to shortlist everybody with a CPI of >
8.5 . Also, they had shortlisted some candidates based on any background in finance
(intern/projects). Many Maths and Economics students well shortlisted for this reason.
(This was their first time in IIT Kanpur. So, I won’t be surprised if they vary their
shortlisting methods.)
2. Group Discussion : 1st December – 6.30 A.M.
Number of People in the discussion : 14 , Time : 10 mins
People shortlisted from my group : 5
Topic : Hangman’s Justice : Is it fair
Evident from the number 14, the size of the discussion was too huge. It was going too
haywire and some really good ELS people were a part of the discussion. The only reason
I got selected was maybe because I was the only person who was stating points in favor
of Capital Punishment whereas everyone else was against it or maybe because of my
resume.
(A thing to point out is that there were only 2 GDs and many people were stuck in some
other companies. So, later many shortlisted people (who missed the GD) approached the
Credit Suisse HR with the resumes, and were allowed to appear for the interviews. )

3. Interview Process :
Round 1 : 8.10 A.M.
Type of Round: Technical

Duration: 25 minutes

Panel: 2 Senior managers from Prime Services, Mumbai
It was my first proper finance interview of the day, and was a bit nervous. Entered the
room, was greeted by 2 young people who introduced themselves and started with ‘Is
Kanpur always so cold ? ’. They made me comfortable by asking about the campus and
stuff, and then asked me to introduce myself. At the end of the description, I was asked
about Antaragni, how big it is and where it stands next to Moodi (they were IITB alums
you see).
Then they asked me to describe my work at Morgan Stanley in detail. The good thing
was that one of them was from Credits (deals with credit instruments – CDS, Bonds),
which was exactly my group in MS. So, I could easily get into the technicalities of my
paper, and they really seemed impressed and asked more and more. This went on for
around 15 minutes. After this one saw one of them whispering in the other person’s ear
(and I understood that they are strongly in for me  ).
I was asked which companies I was interviewing with and what my preference was, and
I seemed to convince them about my interest in Credit Suisse citing it was the second
company I was interviewing with in the day :P.

Finally they asked me if I have any knowledge in finance, which was an obvious yes,
they asked me to draw the payoff curves of a Call Option and Put Option (which was
cakewalk for anybody who has read the first few chapters of Hull). I was then asked a
few simple questions on arbitrage opportunities in Futures and Options, which I
successfully answered. They then came out of the room with me, and wanted me to
meet the other panel immediately.
[However, I wanted to interview first with DB and WQ first, because I knew that after
such an awesome round, it would be pretty easy for me to get a Credit Suisse Offer.So,
told the HR that I would come back in one hour around.]
Round 2 : 10.40 A.M.
Type of Round: Technical + HR

Duration: 45 minutes

Panel: 1 Manager from London office, 1 equities lady and 1 Head from Mumbai
‘Probably the best and most interesting interview among the 11 I gave that day’
Before entering, the HR seemed pissed off with me because I told them earlier that I
would be back around 9.30 A.M. Citing several lame excuses like the companies did not
let me go and pleading guilty, I entered the room. Was greeted by three people who sat
far apart, and they asked me to introduce myself. I started, was confused whom to look
at (remember they were far apart :p), and started about myself. They asked me about
my internship at Morgan Stanley, was asked about my paper, but they didn’t want me to
get into technical details.
After a brief description, suddenly the person from London started firing puzzles at me.
He asked me if there was a hole of dimension x on a beach, how much sand does it
contain. I asked him what the shape of the hole was, and then understood that if it was
a hole, there wouldn’t be any sand. (seems very simple, but during nervous times, might
note cross your mind). My next puzzle was that if there were 5 people sitting in a room
and each thinks of some number, how could they find the average without telling each
other the explicit numbers. I had read this somewhere, and answered that each person
would add some arbitrary number to the selected number, in the first pass and in the
second pass, deduct that added number from the sum. I was then asked a probability
puzzle to find the expected number of coin tosses to get 3 consecutive heads : knew it ,
and solved it using recursion, which was a very elegant solution.
Then the lady asked me to estimate the number of street lamps in Kanpur. I started with
the road length and some other statistics of Kanpur and classifies the roads based on :
highways/main roads/lane roads and dusty roads, and assumed street lamps at different
intervals for all of them, and then satisfactorily came to a result. They guided me all
through, whenever I asked them if this assumption was right or not. Then when I
thought the interview had ended, the London guy through a peace of folded paper at me
and told that I was a marketing person, and was supposed to sell this to them. (I
thought where had I landed into :P ) . I started off telling that the paper was special and
had no creases on them, inspite of how much you fold them. I was asked to think of
something more innovative, and then I told them that the paper could be recycled over
and over again and it was something that a pulp manufacturing company in U.S. had
patented, and I had brought it specially for them. After a bit more persuasions, this
seemed conclusive and they moved on.

I was then asked to make a choice between Credit Suisse and DB then and there. (They
somehow had come to know that I already had an offer from DB ). I tried convincing
them on why I wanted to join Credit Suisse, making an emphasis on their campus ppt,
which was easily the best after the Goldman Sachs one. The discussion went on into
different aspects from why I chose IITK over IITB and then if I had an offer from the top
5 Wall Street Banks, which one would I choose.
This was the best and most indulging interview of the day. Before leaving, I was asked to
make a proper choice and tell it to the HR before the end of the slot, whether I would be
interested in joining Credit Suisse or not.

General Suggestions
I have watched this year’s placement process very closely and would like to point out a few
things to the readers, which are very important.










Be Realistic : This is perhaps one of the most important factors in the placements. I have
seen so many people expect so much from them and when they don’t get shortlisted
somewhere, it’s the end of the world for them. You must understand that there are
certain limitations on you because of your CV till date (however intellectual or Bakait you
might me). The key to this is be realistic, like Being a person from MME or BSBE, its
actually difficult for you to crack a quant firm like Goldman/Morgan because of your
curriculum here (however good you might be at Algos or Maths), the good thing is to
accept it. Not having tremendous peaks in your resume will in not place you among the
20 shortlisted in BCG for instance. So, on a very serious note, everyone knows inside out
what he/she is capable of, so please be realistic in your ambitions and try to excel in the
options you have. Believe me, the goals may not be sky-high, but definitely are
achievable.
Resume : Over the years, all the firms tell us that IITB/D resumes are well made than
IITK ones. Get some of the resumes from your friends over there, ask some of your IITK
seniors for their resume, SPO is always there to help you out. But Please denote at least
2 weeks in preparing your master resume and sub-resumes for every company.
PPTs : Try and attend the PPTs of the companies. You can actually get to know a lot
about the work culture there and what is expected of you in your initial years. It will help
you decide if this is actually the thing for you or not.
Don’t Speculate : During October-Nov. , most of the students actually waste a lot of
efforts in just speculating ‘Yaar yeh company toh ise le hi legi’. Believe me , it happens a
lot, confuses you and wastes a lot of your time (especially if you are a 4 Year student.)
DPC : Please form a good DPC at least for your own sake. Yes maybe the post might not
be of value, but a hard working student can make a lot of difference to his department
placements. You cannot expect the OPCs to call in every company of your department.

PUNEET AGRAWAL, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (DUAL)
OPERA SOLUTIONS
Solutions Analyst
Open for Programmes: B.Tech/Dual/Msc. Integrated
Profile Offered: Solutions Analyst

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
Exposure to various industry sectors and areas. Variety in the kind of projects you would
handle. Diversified and international team projects. There is plenty of international travelling
and exposure you can gain. Opera also has a B-school study programme where you can chose
to pursue a master’s in management/MBA at a reputed B-School, sponsored by the firm. Apart
from that, Opera has a really cool work culture- no fixed hours, work from home when you need
to do so.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Placement preparation starts with Resume Making. Resume making should be preferably done
during the summers, so that you have plenty of time to review and take feedback from seniors
and friends. It is important to tailor your resume specific to the company you are applying to,
as well. I had concentrated mainly on consulting firms, so the next step is to solve couple of
case studies and prepare the frameworks from “Case-In Point”. It is best to have a group of 3
people and solve cases in a round-robin fashion. Lastly, to brush up the HR/PI I had prepared
with the counselor, Mr. Ashwini Dixit, who had taken a couple of mock interviews and case
study sessions.
Resume:
It is important to highlight the points that are specific to the company that you
are applying to. Consulting firms in general will want an overall all rounded personality (CPI,
PORs, Internships, and Extra-Curriculars) with an excellence in one or two heads out of these
four. They will generally not have an aptitude test and thus, resume shortlisting is the only
stage that you have to clear before the final day. It therefore becomes very important to devote
a lot of time to resume making.
Finance Firms and Investment Banks will love to look at Data Handling projects, or experience
with financial software like SAS. If you have done any courses in Economics, it is advisable to
highlight that as well.
Other career paths explored (CAT, further studies, IAS, etc.) :
I was not interested to pursue higher studies/MS/IAS except in Management. I did not end up
preparing for CAT as well. I was more interested to pursue an MBA after 2-3 years of work
experience and thus applied to the Young Leaders Programme at the Indian School of Business.
Luckily, I got selected and that boosted my confidence and also gave me the security to
experiment a lot of new things while sitting for placements.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Interview Round 1
Type of Round: HR and Case Interview
Panel: Mr. Sandipan, Principal

Duration: 45 Mins

Questions:
The interview was very chilled out, and had some basic HR questions that I was well prepared
for. They started from ‘Tell me about yourself’ and went on to ‘Why Opera’, ‘Why not BCG’,
’Why Consulting’. He told me that my CV was among the top two from IIT K and thus he
seemed very interested in whatever I had done on campus. He asked me about my publications
and then ‘Why not a MS after you graduate’- I told him that I would only want to go into
management after graduation and has no intentions of sticking with a technical job all my life.
He seemed pretty satisfied with that.
He then asked me to compare BCG and Opera- at which I frankly told him that I had screwed
my BCG interview, as I could not ‘ Count the number of airplanes in the sky’ :P and thus BCG
was not an option for me. I really connected well to him and we spoke on a lot of topics starting
from placements to Indian Politics, to the kind of projects he had completed at Opera.
He asked me a simple case study on cost reduction for a Brazilian Transformer Company, After
going through the simple model of Profits= Revenues- Costs, he told me to focus on costs. It
turned out that the material used in the core of the transformer was very expensive and formed
up to 80% of the manufacturing costs. He asked me to suggest how to reduce this cost head- I
took a moment to think and replied back with two solutions- One- To invest in R&D and find
alternative materials that were cheaper. And two, to change the procurement model, from a
single supplier to multiple suppliers or auction, where the cheapest bidder would win the
contract and thus keep prices in check. He smiled and asked me to summarize.
He then asked me if I had any questions, and I asked him about his experiences at Opera, why
he chose Opera and what has been the most interesting project that he had done while at
Opera.
After that, he went out of the room and came back 5 mins later (He had gone to meet his
colleague and had requested that I interviewed next). He finally asked me if I would join in case
given the offer. I replied back by saying that I certainly would. He smiled and asked me to wait
outside.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

HR and Case Interview

Duration: 45 Mins

Panel: Mr. Shantanu, Partner
Questions:
Again a short case study on the 2008 economic crisis in the US which I figured out easily. He
asked me couple of questions from my CV which I was able to handle with ease. He asked me
to pictorially describe the work that I had done at Fermilab, and asked me to explain it to him
as a layman. After that, he asked me about my background- my education, my goals in life and
why I would want to work at Opera. He told me to wait outside and asked me if I wanted to go
for interviews with any other firms. I replied with a ‘no’ because I had Deutsche Bank, ITC and
Credit Suisse but I was not interested to work at any of these places.
He said that working at Opera would also involve frequent travel to the US and if I had any
problem staying there for months at times. I said that I would love to do that and did not have
any issues with working from the US.
Interview Round 3
Type of Round: HR and puzzles
Duration: 30 Mins

Panel: Mr. Nitin Saluja, Partner

Questions
He asked me a few HR questions and said that it was my turn to ask him things now. I asked
him about his experiences at opera, the kind of projects he had completed, what exactly was
big data analytics and how did they use so much of data to create useful information. I also
asked him a couple of things from the company PPT. He explained me the answers to all my
queries in detail.
Then, he said that since he had no other person waiting to be interviewed by him, he would like
me to solve a puzzle. “Let’s say that you have 25 horses, and you want to pick the fastest 3
horses out of those 25. In each race, only 5 horses can run at the same time because there are
only 5 tracks. What is the minimum number of races required to find the 3 fastest horses
without using a stopwatch? ”. I could solve it given his help and he laughed. He also asked me
about ISB and the exact admission process to the YLP. Although I had not mentioned YLP
anywhere on my resume, but he knew from Opera’s alumni from campus.
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview):
None in particular. Be thorough with case solving techniques and practice a lot with your
friends. Many firms have a buddy programme. It is important to have a good interaction with
your buddy as you would get to know the firm and their work a lot better.

Do's/ Don'ts
Do’s: Smile a lot, be confident and get a good night sleep before the final day. I know it is
difficult but still 4-5 hours will refresh you and prepare you well for the long day ahead.
Placement time is a little emotionally taxing for everyone, with the shortlists and daily tests, but
the most important thing is to keep your cool.
Don’t: Do not be aggressive in the interviews, be calm and don’t freak out if you can’t solve a
case or a puzzle.

General Suggestions finally:
Devote a lot of time for resume making, summers is the best time to do that. Attend all
company PPTs as there is nothing worse than interviewing with a company whose PPT you had
missed. Lastly, as it always has been- there will be a lot of politics on campus. Do not be a part
of it and just devote your energy and time to your preparation. All the best!

PUNEET CHUGH, CIVIL ENGINEERING (DUAL)
EXL
Analyst
Open for Programmes: All
Profile Offered: Analytics Consulting

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
I like playing with data and I have always been good with numbers. I tried my hands at the
problems similar to what Data Analytics deal with in their jobs in three competitions by such
companies at the time of placements. One was by Absolut Data, one by Diamond consultants
and the third by EXL itself. I won in 2 out of these 3 competitions. I really enjoyed solving
those problems and being the PAN IIT Champion I also realized that I am good at them. That’s
when I decided for Data Analytics job and focused my placement preparation towards it.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I did case studies in groups with some of my friends. Started off with case in point but majorly
focused on number based cases during the later part of preparation. I also went through some
of the puzzles available online on sites like Braingle and Techinterview. The most important was
to be thorough with your resume. You may feel you know everything on your resume but when
it comes to speaking, it may not be that well organized or you may not be able to explain well.
Ask your friends with whom you are comfortable to interview you on your resume. Its important
not only to know it but also to speak it out several times before you go for your first interview.
You might get a hint in the interview if you go wrong on your case but if you are not thorough
with your resume, there are no second chances. Also, it good to write down some HR questions
in an elaborate way. Write and read it only once after writing, don’t mug it up. That way you
develop a framework of what you have to speak and the articulation can be done on the spot if
you are clear about what you want to speak.
Other career paths explored (CAT, further studies, IAS, etc):
I gave CAT exam but didn’t score very high so right dropped the idea for now.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test: Yes
Duration of Test :

45 mins

Number of Questions: 30

Type of questions and details
Quantitative questions (10), Verbal Ability (10) and Data Interpretation (10). It was long as the
DI questions were time consuming. Attempt each section because there are sectional cut offs as
well. Many people didn’t consider this and attempted some sections completely and left out
some completely.
Interview Round 1
Type of Round:
Panel: 1person

HR

Duration: 15 -20 mins

Questions: Asked about me, about the competitions I participated in, what I like, what gets me
frustrated/bored and questions like that? Mainly focused on the resume and details regarding
internships etc.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

Case Study

Duration: 20 mins

Panel: 1 person
Questions: He asked the place I belonged too. I answered Delhi and then he went straight on to
the case that if my friends wants to open up a barber shop in the area I live, what are the
prospects. It was pretty open ended and could be taken anywhere. Was trying to see if I can
bring in all factors or not. Then regarding one of the competitions I participated in, he asked me
to list three and just 3 factors which can summarize my solutions. This king of bulleted
answering is generally expected from consultants and maybe that’s why he asked such a
question.
Interview Round 3
Type of Round:

Puzzle/Stress Interview

Panel: 1 person

Questions
He asked me a puzzle and said if I know it already I should tell him. I didn’t know it so he
proceeded. Then he went out of the room saying he doesn’t want an answer, he just wants to
discuss the puzzle with me and will be back in 5 mins. He came 5 mins later and started circling
around me in the interview room and asked what I had to say regarding the question. I told him
what I could figure out and then he started helping me in where I was stuck. He constantly kept
circling around me. Probably was trying to build up stress. Finally together we arrived at the
answer and he was happy after that and let me go.
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview):
Nothing specific. Good if you know probability and statistics. If you have done some data
processing project before, that gives something to talk about in your interview.

Do's/ Don'ts
Keep yourself calm in the interview even if you don’t know something. Smile and say that you
don’t know is the best way.
Stress interviews might be there, you panic and you are out. That’s something not expected
from you under pressure.
Participating in competitions held at the time of placements is a good idea to know about the
company as well about your preference regarding the company. The problem statements are a
good insight into the actual problems companies deal with.

General Suggestions
Be focused on the kind of companies you want to go for. Even at the stage of application, it's
good to remove some companies from your wishlist based on your interest and capability to
avoid confusion and disappointment in the end.

RAHUL YADAV, CHEMISTRY (MSC)
ZS ASSOCIATES
Business Analytic Associate
Open for Programmes: All
Profile Offered: Business Analytic Associate

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
I wanted to prepare for IAS. So I didn’t start preparing for companies earlier. I didn’t apply for
day-1 companies even. ZS was the first company I applied for. I simply converted to dual to
explore the core side. But then I realized that core was not my cup of tea. I started preparing
very late, nearly in November because I knew my resume very well and had already done
aptitude preparation while preparing for CAT.
I was selected till last round for HSBC but didn’t qualify for last round of interview reason being
it was a finance company. And I didn’t have a finance resume. Again with IBM, I didn’t practiced
my coding so was not selected after the Interview.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test:
No negative marking, just go for simple aptitude preparation. If anyone wants to do good
aptitude preparation then just go for CAT preparation. Once you have cleared the aptitude test,
then everyone is at the same platform.
Group DiscussionTopic:Topic: FDI in retail
Duration:

Number of people: 1Partner+1senior

Panel changes with every round so never expect that if you have a good impression on one of
the panelist then it can get you along with the whole process.
Interview Round 1
Type of Round: Case study

Duration: 1hr

Questions:
Choose between 2 credit cards with diff data:





Which one to choose?
Given: The type of people who’d be attracted to different type of credit cards (business
class, middle class)
How to advertise these 2 credit cards?
Given: There are bonus options for employee. Bonus increases exponentially after 80hrs.
Which card will an employee promote more?

For each of these questions, you have to come up with an answer at the end. Half an hr was
given to think about the case and then they call you in to explain for another half an hour.
Case study was nothing but simply data interpretation.
Interview Round 2

Type of Round:

Tech +HR

Questions
It was a bit stressed interview. They keep on asking you why you want to go for consulting or
analytics or say why ZS. Long term goals, short term goals.




Introduce yourself
Why ZS?
Strengths and weakness

In each case you have to validate your answer with your personal experience. Do prepare for
that.



Give a situation in which you faced lot of adversities but eventually you came up with
flying colors.
He asked me my hobbies. My answer was photography. Then he asked me a guess
estimate on same.

We want to open a photography school in India, now estimate the no. of students who’d enroll
in it.
In the whole process, he just wanted to know whether I fit in the group or not. He brought me
in my comfort zone. He asked me questions about my internship. One of my intern projects
appealed to him because he had worked in that area as well. I was able to connect to him. My
suggestion is that be cool and don’t be nervous throughout the process.
He was very particular about the extra curriculum. He asked me how I manage my time.
In the end he asked me if I had any questions for him. Now this last part is very crucial. It
shows your interest in their company. Do take time and read everything about the company
beforehand and show your interest. This is a very important for them to know you.

SHANTANU SINGH, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (DUAL)
ITC
Management Trainee - Technical
Open for Programmes: EE, ME, CHE
Profile Offered: Management Trainee

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
ITC’s management trainee program gives a great chance to see you working in different roles in
production at different sites. Many of the key persons in ITC including CEO Y.C.Deveshwar are a
product of this program. It is a great platform for people thinking of going to B-school later.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Work on your communication skills; participate in a lot of GD’s. Go through your resume’
properly and be ready to get properly questioned on each of your points. Prepare your core
courses well. EE students should focus on courses related to your interest. Other than this if you
have a high CPI you might be asked questions related to power.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Group DiscussionTopic: Surviving after a plane crash in a rainforest and preparing a priority list of all the things
you are left with.
Duration:

20 min.

Number of people: 8

Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD:
Some people try to read the case beforehand. I don’t
think one should do so as your views regarding the topic get biased and usually people don’t
follow the natural course of discussion.
Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

Technical

Duration: 1 hour

Panel: Two senior persons (One has been with ITC for more than 6 years and the other one
around 3 years)
Questions:
They asked me some questions from digital circuits and Organic electronics, which I told them
as my interest areas. Later on they discussed about my family, my hometown Ayodhya,
Dramatics, my long term plans and how does joining ITC helping in that.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

HR

Duration: 1 hour

Panel: One senior person from Tobacco division and One from PSPD
Questions
They started with questions focused on my tenure as GenSec Cultural Council and then moved
to questions related to dramatics –


What I prefer acting or directing?










What are the qualities of a good director?
What I prefer to do comedy, tragedy or drama?
Few questions regarding the issues on which I wrote street plays
3 strengths of your best friend in IIT Kanpur
Questions regarding my performance in GD, focused on my contribution and the way GD
might have gone if I would have been dominating.
Would I be comfortable working in a cigarette factory?
Would I be comfortable working in places like Saharanpur, Munger etc.?
Can you mimic us?

Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview)
ESO210 and Power Electronics course

Do's/ Don'ts
Take the form seriously and don’t fill anything without proper thinking

General Suggestions
Try to be as honest as possible and don’t try to cover up your mistakes. Tell them what went
wrong and what you learnt from it.

SUBHOJIT GHOSH, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ITC
Management Trainee - Technical
Open for Programmes: (BTech, Dual) ME, EE, ChE, others please check (I don't remember)
Profile Offered: Technical Management Trainee

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
The range of departments offered in the ITC Job Profile are quite attractive and offers you the
opportunity to implement your technical and managerial skills in real-life situations bringing out
the best in you. Having diversified presence in FMCG, Hotels, Agriculture, Information
Technology, you would get the opportunity to work for one of the most prestigious corporation
groups in the world, thus not only enhancing your skills but also refining your personality.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Prepare the core courses thoroughly.
Your resume should be memorized.
Puzzles and cases are not so important, but go through them.
Resume:
One/two page technical resume focussing on (in order of precedence):




Your projects
Your scholastic achievements
Your Positions of Responsibility defining your managerial responsibility.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Group Discussion:
Topic: Any adverse situation, how you will classify the order of importance of resources
available to you to overcome the situation.
Duration: 15-20 minutes
Around 8-10

Number of people:

Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD:
Be calm and confident, do not speak too much or
speak forcefully just for the sake of speaking. Best method would be to classify the items into
groups and prioritizing the groups as a whole before jumping into the individual priorities inside
these groups. Come up with innovative usages of the items, justifying their importance.
Conclude properly.
Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

Technical

Duration: 15-20 mins

Panel: 2-3 interviewers, usually seniors having 2-4 years of experience
Questions:
Will ask you to introduce yourself/go through the resume. Will ask you specific questions related
to resume and personal life (like what's the most adventurous this you've done, what innovative
changes have you brought about as a position-holder). Then you'll be asked technical questions

related to the core courses (mentioned below). The no. of such questions will depend on how
many you answer correctly.
eg: Question on pipe length of a pump, questions on rankine cycle and other thermodynamic
cycles, questions on your area of interest, etc.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

HR

Duration: 15-20 mins

Panel: Senior executives from the Company (usually region-heads)
Questions:
Will
vary
from
general
HR
questions
1. Why do you want to join the company? Why are you suitable for the job?

on:

2. What is your most significant achievement?
3. Give an instance of your leadership skills/ an instance where you put Mind over Matter
4. Have you ever addressed social/environmental concerns?
5. What are the sectors in ITC? Where do you want to work? Do you have any problem working
in a cigarette factory? What are your preferred locations?
6.How have you, as a Gen-sec, brought about any radical change, compared to past traditions?
7. Crack a Joke
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview)
Courses important for Mechanical Engineers: Thermodynamics (Laws and Cycles),
Turbomachinery (Pumps and Compressors), Fluid Mechanics (Pipes, Viscocity related
questions), Solid Mechanics (not so important), Questions from your area of expertise/projects
(For eg: they asked me from Robotics and about PID Controllers)

Do's/ Don'ts:
Do's:
Be confident in both GD and PI, learn/revise the core courses thoroughly, Be yourself,
demonstrate your real-life practicality skills if asked (situation-based questions).
Try to divert the interviewer to your area of interest. Else he may ask from any topic.
Don'ts:
Don't think too much over a question or give wrong answers. Accept that you don't know- It
doesn't leave a bad impression.
Don't forget to shake hands firmly and wish the panel before sitting down.
Don't speak too much. Be brief and concise.

General Suggestions
Be ready to crack a joke if asked to! (They asked me)

SURBHI SINGHANIA, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
EXL
Analyst
Open for Programmes: All Deptartments, B.Tech
Program-btech
Profile Offered: Analyst

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
Its one of the best company in Analytical consulting. Has a good working environment, provides
you with opportunities of foreign exposure and at the same time pay you well. I didn’t want to
go
in
core
Metallurgical
companies
so
EXL
was
a
good
option.
Moreover one doesn’t have many options available to make a choice.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
It’s very important to prepare well for placements. Even if one doesn’t have a good resume
good placement preparation always helps. I practiced questions of DI, basic maths for aptitude
test mainly from CL books and previous year question papers of CAT.
I used to have GD sessions in wing and department mates. For GD current affairs help a lot. I
used to go through newspaper whenever I get time otherwise I used to read online about the
major current affairs going on.
I practiced puzzles from techinterview.org and few books available on SPO preparation portal.
For case studies, I practiced it in a group of 2-3 trying to cover all types of cases (strategic,
number cases, guesstimates). I mainly used to do it from case in point and few other books
available on SPO preparation portal.
For interviews I prepared my resume and common questions generally asked in interviews.(Tell
me something about yourself, why this company, why this sector, strengths, weakness, place
where you used your leadership skills or out of the box thinking, etc. )
Resume:
Many companies give shortlist through and so it’s important to prepare it well. I
showed it to many seniors and friends to take feedback. Moreover I ensured to start making it
early because it’s very long and frustrating task. It takes a lot of time.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test:
Duration of Test :
30-40 minutes
around 30 (10 each from mathematics, English and DI)

Number of Questions:

Type of questions and details
Questions of Mathematics and DI were mainly from previous
years CAT papers. The time was very limited and so speed was very important while solving the
questions. Moreover there was cut off for individual sections so keeping that in mind one had
give time to each section.
Group Discussion- N/A

There was no GD.

Topic:
Duration:
Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD:

Number of people:

Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

Duration: 15-20 minutes

Panel: there was just one person in the panel.
Questions: Most of the questions were resume based. The interviewer also tried to confuse me
sometimes. While I was answering he looked at the ceiling and here and there but I ensured
that I was still answering everything very confidently not diverting my attention. One of the
questions was “what is the colour of door from which you entered.
Some other questions that were asked— did you attend the ppt, what did you like the most
about ppt,
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

HR + puzzle + casestudy

Duration: 20-25 minutes

Panel: There was just one person in the panel
Questions Again there were few question related to my resume like my internship, projects.
This time he even asked me a case. It was a very simple case. The case was “If you start a
startup of selling books to IITK students through e-commerce what will be the annual demand
you can expect from IITK students.”.
There was a simple probability puzzle. The question was something like this “In your hostel
every girl plays badminton atleast once a month. The probability of one playing badminton in 1st
week is a, probability that if one doesn’t play in 1st week than she will play in 2nd week is b,
probability the one doestnt play badi in 1st and 2nd and play in third week is c, and the
probability that one plays in last week is obviously (1-a-b-c). What is the probability that you
and your friend will play badminton in the same week is?”
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview):
Do solve all previous year question papers of CAT and try to increase speed of solving.
Do practice some case studies and puzzles.

Do's/ Don'ts
Don’t leave everything for the end. As December approaches it becomes more and more hectic
with end sems, project deadlines, BTP, ppts to attend, test of companies etc. Start preparing
early.

General Suggestions
Do attend ppt and write down points whatever they mention in the ppt. generally one can
prepare the questions like why this sector or why this company from the points they mention in
ppt. They generally mention that they are looking for in the candidates in the ppt so this helps
in preparing the answers in interview. Moreover do spend some time in preparing for HR. At
least think and write down few basic points of the questions that are generally asked in the
interviews.

VISHWAS AGGARWAL, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ITC (FMCG)
Management Trainee - Technical
Open for Programmes:
Profile Offered:

B.TECH/DUAL ME, CHE & EE

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE SUPPLY CHAIN

WHY TO AIM THIS COMPANY
A perfect blend of core and non-core fields, very good work profile, great company to start your
career with and can easily switch to whichever field you want.

PLACEMENT PREPARATION
Read all the core subjects did in IITK especially fluids and thermo (pumps, turbines,
compressors, etc.), think in terms of practical applications of the concepts studied and some
basic HR questions.
Resume: Not required for ITC, they will be giving a form to fill (same as intern), fill it honestly,
it is considered while shortlisting for interview from GD.
Other career paths explored (CAT, further studies, IAS, etc.) None

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Group DiscussionTopic: Generally the same as that at the time of intern or last year placement (of prioritizing
options or things or causes).
Duration: 20 min

Number of people: 8

Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD: Don’t be dominant, try to put your points confidently in
such a way that the group agrees to the priority number you set. Though it is always good to
start a GD and lay down a structure which others follow but then also it’s not sure that you will
be selected. Keep track of time and try to summarise before GD’s duration is over. Also note the
priority number decided by the group on the paper given to you (most people forget to do that).
Keep making notes (helps in summarising).
Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

Both HR and Technical Mixed

Duration: approx.. 1 hour

Panel: 2 persons (an IIT guy serving ITC for like 2-3 years and other one a bit senior to him
(wasn’t from IIT))
Questions:

Tell me something about yourself

Questions on my B.Tech Project

Air Compressor and Refrigeration Cycle

Leadership Skills

How would you transfer a highly viscous liquid which easily gets agitated (bubble
formation) from one vessel to another?
Interview Round 2

Type of Round:

Both HR and Technical Mixed

Duration: approx.. 1 hour

Panel: 2 very senior members (one seemed to be an HR member and other one seemed to be
a Factory or Division Manager)
Questions







CPI related questions (why not go for MS?)
Random technical questions (Diesel & Petrol Engine, Fluidization, Pumps (what can be
the possible problems when flow rate of water to be transferred in a high-storeyed
building is low?), some question from Theory of Machines, etc.)
Weaknesses and how I try to overcome it?
Their views about me and then asking my views about myself?
Last question (the 1st and the last question in the whole interview from the man (who
kept looking at me very keenly the whole time) who seemed to be an HR guy): Have you
ever fallen in love?

Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview)





Energy Systems both 1st and 2nd (for ME study pumps separately)
Thermodynamics
Fluid Dynamics
Theory of Machines

Do's/ Don'ts
Do take a sleep of at least 3-4 hours before coming for the interview. Never try to be over
smart or over confident about yourselves. PLEASE prepare for the interviews and GD. GD topics
are the same as previous years so try them out in groups. Don’t reach at the final answer in an
interview without proper reasoning or paperwork. Speak what you are thinking. They will be
giving some cues to help you. At least make an elaborate diagram in questions related to
thermo and fluids (mark the details). Mug up the pumps classification. Also don’t try to copy the
form from someone else. Be yourself.

General Suggestions
Prioritize your companies. Give some thought to what you enjoy doing rather than just running
for the money. It’s better to talk to people already working in the companies you are targeting,
ask them about the work profile and then come at a decision. It’s a myth that some companies
have a hit list although it can be the case that you may feel that you are at a lower priority but
if you perform better than everyone else then you will be the one hired. Try not to put your foot
in more than 2 sectors or 4 companies on the 1st day. Once you are qualified for the interview
round then CPI can never be the reason for not selecting you. Keep in mind that you are never
rejected, either you are selected or not selected. And it’s just a beginning to your career. From
whatever I learnt form asking people is that 10-15 years down the line everyone would be
almost at the same level independent of your starting package and you will be thinking how
stupid you were at the time of placements running madly for money or brand name. So go for
what you want rather than what your wingie or any XYZ person wants. 

APOORVA AGARWAL, MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL ENGG.
DEUTSCHE BANK
Program-BTECH
Finance Analyst
Open for Programmes: All undergraduate and dual degree students
Profile Offered: Analyst for both DB and CS
Why to aim this company:
Both DB and CS are big names in financial worlds. Both the companies recruit from all
departments and are not just limited to a selected few.
DB: It has a well established office in Mumbai. It also offers jobs at on-shire sites. It offers both
Markets and Corporate Finance profile. It pays well and provides a good standard of living 
CS: It offers analyst position for Prime Services only. They have a rotation policy where they
place you at different desks for every 4-6 months and then decide which desk(work) best fits
you. They also offer on-shore job after two years. They are expanding their office rapidly in
India, so growth opportunities are tremendous.

PLACEMENT-PREPARATION:
DB had no aptitude test this time. They were the first to release their shortlist (around 20th
Oct). A few days later BCG released its shortlist. Since I was shortlisted only for DB, I started
preparing for finance in full swing. The first step was to talk to seniors who prepared or were
recruited by DB the previous year. After this I divided my study into five parts1) Probability and Statistics – I had not done a single course in either economics or prob stats.
I did not have any background in finance. For the first few days I studied prob stats from the
video library on NPTEL. First 10 videos are sufficient. One needs to know the basic theorems of
probability, standard deviation, skewness and some probability distributions (normal, lognormal Poisson, binomial, Gaussian and gamma distribution). The videos were a quick and easy
way to cover prob stats.
2) Basic Finance - For non economics students with no background in finance (i.e. no
economics courses or finance interns) first 5-7 chapters of J.C. Hull will suffice. One should
know the basics of derivatives, bonds etc. Investopedia.com is quite helpful to understand basic
terminologies. Its best if you can discuss and study Hull, otherwise it becomes quite boring and
difficult to understand it. In case, you have mentioned some finance intern or economics
courses on the resume then thoroughly prepare that.
3) Puzzles - For general puzzles http://www.techinterview.org/ is a must do. Specifically for
probability statistics puzzles http://www.braingle.in/ is a very good site. It covers a great
variety of probability puzzles. I had also browsed through the book ‘Heard on the Street’ since
my friends at IIT-D and IIT-B were preparing from it and I was asked puzzles directly from this
book.
4) Newspaper and current affairs – This is probably the most important thing out of the five.
Read any financial newspaper (Economics Times or Financial Express). Search terms on
investopedia.com which you don’t understand. Do read the editorial section as you are often

asked your opinion on various topics. Also follow the markets closely. Check up Nifty and
Sensex closing value a day before the interview.
5) Major events in the financial world over the past 5-6 years e.g. US Crisis, Eurozone Crisis,
Libor Scam, depreciation of rupee etc.
Read them up on the internet.
Also do a thorough web search of the company. You should know the various departments in
DB/CS etc.
Later I also had some consult shortlists. I prepared case interviews from Case in Point and a few
other case books. However, I primarily focused on finance since both my slot 1 shortlists were
finance companies.
Resume:
Resume Preparation should start in early September. First I went through the
resume of a lot of seniors and shortlisted the ones that I liked. I prepared my own resume on a
similar pattern and sent it out to many seniors. According to their feedback I made some
changes to my resume. Feedback from seniors is very important and I finalized my resume
after 3-4 iterations. Make your resume well in time so that you can get multiple feedbacks.
Also, don’t follow the feedback blindly. Make changes to your resume only if you feel convinced
about it. I had prepared the same resume for finance and consulting firms and another for core
companies. In the first one I emphasized more on PORs and extra-curricular. In the latter, the
focus was more on projects and internships.
Other career paths explored(CAT, further studies, IAS, etc)
As a back-up, I had decided to apply for Masters in US. I had taken my GRE in August and
Toefel in November end. Since some of my deadlines were on 10th December, I had prepared a
rough draft of my statement of purpose. However, after my placement I did not apply anywhere
:P.

PROCESS OF COMPANY
Aptitude Test:
DB and CS did not have any aptitude test only resume based short-listing.
There was an aptitude test for EXL. 10 questions each on English, algebra and data
interpretation. Questions on English were direct vocabulary based. Algebra had CAT type
questions and DI was a little long and tough.
Capital One had 30 DI questions in 40 minutes. Calculators were allowed. The questions were
very easy and it was just a speed test.
Group DiscussionOnly CS had a GD in groups of 10-15 students.
Topic: Capital Punishment (for or against the topic)
There was 3 mins thinking time and 10 minutes discussion time. After the discussion each
student was asked to conclude the GD and express his/her viewpoint.
Instructions/suggestions to qualify GD: Jot down your point during the three minutes. During
the GD make sure that you express your opinion coherently. Also make short notes during the
GD which will be helpful in concluding it. While concluding the GD, ensure that you cover all the
points discussed during the GD (notes will be helpful here) and in the end express your own
stand.

Credit Suisse

Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

HR + Puzzles

Duration: 30-40 mins

Panel: Some junior management
Questions: Why finance? Why not core? (they grilled me for 20 minutes)
Puzzle: There is a closed room with 3 bulbs and there are three switches outside. You can
toggle any two switches once without looking inside the room and map the bulbs to their
corresponding switches. Since I had done this puzzle before I solved it easily.
HR
Questions:
What
is
the
crappiest
thing
on
your
resume?
Entertain us for two minutes without asking any questions. (I told them about some funny
incidents
on
the
campus

)
Which
IITian
do
you
admire
the
most
and
why?
They
then
crushed
an
A4 sheet
and
asked
me
to
sell
it
to
them.
By the end of this round, they were quite impressed and sent me for the second interview
immediately.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

Current Affairs and Finance

Duration: 20 minutes

Panel: --Questions
Tell
me
about
the
euruzone
crisis.
What
do
you
know
about
the
Libor
Scam?
What
are
derivatives?
Some
simple
questions
on
options.
And then I asked them a few questions about CS and job cutting etc. After this interview they
had mentioned that they were quite positive on me and that I had to just interview with one
more
senior
manager.
This
really
boosted
my
confidence

Interview Round 3
Type
of
Round:
Finance
and
Panel : Senior most employee who had come for recruitment

Current

Affairs

Questions
Why Finance? Why not join a casino etc? (I had mentioned that I find it challenging and
stimulating)
Lots of questions on the fiscal cliff. He finally asked what in my opinion would be the
repercussions if the fiscal cliff was not avoided, both in US and in the global economy. Will India
be
affected
and
why?
What
is
Prime
Services?
What
is
QE?
Why
is
it
used?
Some
questions
which
I
had
no
idea
about.
After this round I was informally offered the job.

Deutsche Bank
Interview Round 1
Type of Round:

HR + Puzzles + Balance Sheet

Duration: 25 mins

Panel: Corporate Finance people
Questions:
Why

Finance?

Why

not

core?

They asked me a couple of questions on balance sheet which I could not answer. Since I already
had
an
offer
from
CS
I
kept
my
cool

What
is
Nifty?
Sensex?
Name 5 companies listed on Nifty. ( I could only name 3!)
Puzzles:
They
then
asked
two
puzzles.
1. A 10x10x10 cube is made up of 1x1x1 cubes. Its outer surface is painted red and then big
cube is dismantled into smaller cubes. How many cubes are there with none of their faces
painted
red?
2.
Some
remainder
question..
What
is
the
remainder
when
(2^75-5^3)/5?
3. They then asked quick mental maths questions like what is square root of 91, what is 107^2
etc.
I performed average in this interview. However after a long wait they sent me for the next
round.
Interview Round 2
Type of Round:

Current Affairs and Finance

Duration: 40 mins

Panel: Business Associate (senior most person on the panel)
Questions
They again asked questions on corporate finance and balance sheet. I couldn’t answer them.
The interviewer realized that I had very little knowledge of finance. So he asked me to explain
whatever I had read. I explained derivatives etc with their basic graphs. He asked me one basic
difference between call and put option. What he was looking for was that the loss incurred in
one is unlimited while in the other it is limited. He also asked some question on futures. With
some hints I was able to answer the questions.
He asked me to tell him something about Material Science and Engineering. Then some resume
based questions followed.
Lastly he asked what would I do if I were the finance minister of India. A lengthy discussion
followed and at the end of this discussion he was quite happy.
I was immediately sent for the third round.
Interview Round 3
Type of Round: Core Question + HR
Panel : IIT K alumnus
Questions
Why
DB
over
CS?
Why is Chromium added to Stainless Steel? (YES! They asked a core question)
How will you maintain the work-life balance at DB? Are you willing to work on weekends?
After this round I was informally offered the job. .
I accepted the job offer at DB
Courses very relevant to the company’s selection process (test and interview) Doing CL books is quite helpful.
 Probability and Statistics, Financial Economics

Do's/ Don'ts
Even when you are unable to answer questions, don’t get bogged down or disheartened remain
calm. DB quite often takes stress interview. Just keep your cool and smile while answering
questions. If you do not know any answer, there is no harm is admitting that.

General Suggestions
Be confident. Know your resume inside out. Practice a few HR interviews before the actual one.
Also communication skills in English are very important.

SHADAB, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (DUAL)
QUALCOMM
Senior Programmer Analyst
HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI : UG - 8.7,PG -10.0
I was originally a 4 yr. B Tech student but by the end of third year, I had developed a keen
interest in my branch and hence opted for a Dual Degree in the 6th semester. Right from the
beginning I knew the importance of academics, especially if one wants a job in the core sector
and hence I maintained a decent academic profile throughout my academic career and wasn’t
involved much in any co-curricular activities.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
From the starting of the 9th semester I began preparing for the entrance test and GDs for all
the companies in which I was shortlisted . I started with Quant preparation as it was required
and asked in most entrance tests. Along with placement preparation I had joined CL which
helped me in CAT, Quant and aptitude preparation.
For core companies, I started revising all the second and third year departmental courses. I also
spent a considerable time in preparing my resume and used to have mock GD and Interview
sessions with my wing mates. My preparation included background search on the kind of profile
the company offered and had worked out the questions that they might ask related to that
profile.

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
I was targeting Qualcomm from the beginning and had done my preparation accordingly. It had
a written test which consisted of three sections Quant, C Language and Questions related to
EE. Through the written test, they shortlisted only 14 people for the interview, which consisted
of three rounds , 2 were technical and 3rd was HR interview. I had extensively prepared for the
interview with the help of resources provided by the SPO and was able to clear it.

Tips:
According to me, one must be clear where does one actually want to go after graduation. In my
case I feel I was lucky enough to realise by the third year that my inclination was towards core
sector and hence prepared accordingly. I had kept CAT and Software profile companies as my
back up option. I believe that joining CL is a good idea especially if one is targeting Non-core
firms as it helps in Quant and Apti preparation and giving CAT keeps the MBA option open as
well. Rest I feel that one can crack the interview of any company that one (realistically) targets,
if one prepares well .

SHASHANK JATAV, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BOSCH GROUP.
Assistant Manager
HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI:7.9
Program - btech

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
I was very inclined towards the core job and didn’t prepared for the other sectors. I started my
placement journey by getting shortlisted for Mitsubishi on Day 1.There profile was completely
technical. Firstly they asked for Resume and SOP(Statement of Purpose).SOP demanded the
department in which you want to work for like R&D, Techno managerial and so on. They had
openings in five to six department. Organized GD of the shortlisted candidates on the basis of
resume and SOP. Interviewed everyone present in GD and the interview was mainly HR,asked
questions like tell me your strengths and weaknesses ,why you chose Mitsubishi and so on.
Then I went to Exxon Mobil GD. They were very stringent in their selection. They wanted people
with good CPI and good communication skills. Then I applied in Coca Cola and Britannia. They
didn’t have their PPT’s and so their job profile was not very clear. As I was entirely focussing on
core so I sent them a two page technical resume but they wanted one page resume as they
were offering managerial posts. Then I had plans for Caterpillar and Tata Steel but they didn’t
turn up on Day 4.
Then came Bosch group which had a technical profile. Firstly they took a test which was a
combination of Aptitude and Technical problems. Aptitude part was scoring while technical part
was very difficult. There were 30 technical questions to be done in 30 minutes and the level of
the questions was not easy. Then shortlisted around 14 candidates after the test. Then there
were two back to back interviews, first technical and then HR.I did some nice projects in my
department and tried to shift the attention on those during my interview. I was able to explain
each and every intricacies of it and was send directly to the HR interview.HR interview was
pretty unconventional as they didn’t asked the general questions I had prepared for.
After that I went for Hero Motocorp. They took a test comprising of Aptitude and technical
questions. Aptitude was simple while technical questions involved the concepts of production
engineering which is not a part of the Mechanical engineering curriculum.
Finally results came and got placed in Bosch group which was a Day 5 company. Bosch group
has given the post of Assistant manager for now but being my interest in technical ,they might
offer me the post in R&D or Technomanagerial post.
I didn’t lose hope till Day 5 as I was clear in my approach regarding the core job. I made my
resume and did preparations accordingly. My resume focussed mainly on the projects I had
undergone and I was able to shift my interview in that direction. It happens that if any point in
your resume matches with their domain then you can easily make through. The preparation of
core involves the revision of the courses undergone during the entire BTech like I was asked

about the TA101 in one of the technical interview.TA201 is very important for the
manufacturing jobs.

SHIVESH, CHEMICAL DUAL
EXL
Analyst
HIGHLIGHTS OF MY CAMPUS STAY
CPI : 8.6
My resume didn’t have any co-curricular activities as such. I had an intern in Pidilite Industry
and i had given my CAT exam.

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION
I had joined CL for CAT which helped me for aptitude tests . Also I prepared for puzzles and
guesstimates . took part in the diamond case study competition though i didn't win it. I had also
prepared for core companies as well .

PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE
My first shortlisting was at ITC in which I had to appear for a GD. since i was not very well
prepared for GD, I was not selected. Then came my interview for EXL . It was a two round
interview . In first round HR based questions were asked. which went pretty well in my opinion,
moreover in the second round guesstimates were also asked since I had prepared for
guesstimates this round went rather well.

